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Quarter 4 PE Registration opens at 8 
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The MIT/Wellesley Toons will have 
their annual Concert for a Cure to 
benefit multiple sclerosis this Saturday, 
March 3 at 8 p.m. in 34-101. It will feature 
MIT Mocha Moves, MIT Asian Dance 
Team, MIT Roadkill Buffet, and groups 
from other colleges in the area.

Send news information and tips to 
news@tech.mit.edu.

by anne cai
news editor

E.C. Whitehead Pro-
fessor, Biology Graduate 
Program Co-Director, and 
Howard Hughes Medical 
Institute (HHMI) Investiga-
tor Tania A. Baker has been 
named as the next head of 
the department of biology. 
She will assume the posi-
tion on April 1, succeeding 
Chris A. Kaiser PhD ’88, 
who was selected to run 
the National Institute of 
General Medical Sciences 
(NIGMS) in October. Baker 

was the associate depart-
ment head for biology from 
1999 to 2004.

“Professor Baker, like 
her predecessor Chris Kai-
ser, is a former MacVicar 
Faculty Fellow who will, I 
am sure, maintain the de-
partment’s standing as a 
premier educator of biolo-
gists, and as a world-lead-
ing department in biologi-
cal research,” said School 
of Science Dean Marc A. 
Kastner in a statement 
through the News Office. 
“I am thrilled that she has 
agreed to take on the lead-

ership of the department at 
a time when biology plays a 
bigger role than ever at the 
Institute.”

The tech caught up with 
Baker in her office to talk 
about her goals for the bi-
ology department and her 
career.

The tech: How do you 
feel about becoming the 
new biology department 
head?

tania Baker: I am hon-
ored to have the confidence 
of my colleagues and the 

by maggie lloyd
contriButing editor

Last Monday, a group of about 40 
students gathered in Twenty Chim-
neys for a seemingly normal evening 
meal. From the outside, it looked like 
any other student group event with free 
food. In reality, these students shared 
one very personal experience: they 
were first-generation (FG) students.

MIT defines FG students as those 
who will be the first in their family 
to graduate from a four-year college. 
They make up 16 percent of MIT stu-
dents, undergraduate and graduate — 
a percentage typical for private top-tier 
universities, yet about half that of the 
national average, said Miri E. Skolnik, 
assistant dean of Student Support Ser-
vices (S3).

Being FG presents unique challeng-
es to which non-FG students may not 
relate. Skolnik recalls the story of Alfred 
Lubano, an FG student who attended 
Columbia University in the mid-70s 
while his father worked as a bricklayer 
outside his son’s classrooms. Lubano 
and his father would sometimes ride 
the subway home together, Lubano 
with his books and his father with his 
equipment, without anything to talk 
about. “Related by blood, we’re sepa-

rated by class, my father and I,” Lubano 
wrote in his article “Bricklayer’s Boy.”

Almost four decades later, stories of 
the challenges faced by first-generation 
students still exist across the nation, 
and MIT is no exception.

Ruben T. Alonzo ’11 has been one 
of several student advocates for the 
recently-established First Generation 
Project (FGP), a joint program between 
the UAAP and S3 to serve the FG com-
munity. Skolnik, the FGP’ sponsoring 
dean, and physics professor John W. 
Belcher, the FGP faculty sponsor, wrote 
an article titled “First Generation Proj-
ect launched” for the January/February 
2012 issue of the Faculty Newsletter. 
“It goes without saying that in spite of 
these circumstances, FG students pos-
sess tremendous resourcefulness, sur-
vival skills, initiative, and self-reliance,” 
Skolnik and Belcher wrote.

Part of their article included 
Alonzo’s compelling story as an FG 
student. Alonzo, who learned about 
MIT merely three weeks before the ap-
plication deadline, was originally plan-
ning on joining the military straight out 
of high school to support his family of 
migrant farm workers in Crystal City, 
Texas. His visit during CPW was eye-
opening: “When I visited MIT, it was 
unlike anything I had ever seen. Never 

in my life was I surrounded by so many 
intellectuals,” the article read.

After the CPW visit, he vowed to use 
his education to end the cycle of pover-
ty in his family. “I had lost my father to 
drugs and my older brother was serv-
ing a six-year prison sentence,” Alonzo 
wrote. Once he arrived at MIT for his 
first semester, however, Alonzo was 
faced with a heart-wrenching situation.

“In only my second week of class 
during my freshman year, my mother 
delivered the news that she had been 
diagnosed with stage-four breast can-
cer. Treatments required traveling to 
a cancer clinic 100 miles away from 
Crystal City, a trip she could barely af-
ford. Without a father or older brother 
to rely on, the financial burden fell on 
my shoulders. After my freshman fall 
semester, I never purchased another 
textbook again, in order to send all of 
my money home to my family. The ab-
sence of textbooks never compared to 
the days I went hungry.”

Alonzo was awarded with the  
$30,000 Truman Scholarship in his ju-
nior year, which he used for the Har-
vard Graduate School of Education.

After the award was announced, 
Skolnik sat Alonzo down for an infor-

UA fails to ratify 
constitution and 
bylaws, again

The Undergraduate Association 
failed for a second time Tuesday eve-
ning to approve its core governing docu-
ments. With only 14 representatives of 
the 19-member UA Council (the council 
should be made up of 21 people, but Bex-
ley did not select a representative, and 
off-campus is not yet represented) pres-
ent at their second-ever meeting, only a 
couple of dissenting votes or abstentions 
were able to kill motions to pass the UA 
Constitution and the UA Bylaws.

The UA needs to ratify a new con-
stitution and set of bylaws in order to 
formalize their new government struc-
ture, in which a Council of dormitory 
and FSILG representatives replaces the 
UA Senate. Instead of direct election of 
senators, Council members are selected 
by a process internal to their constituen-
cies. Each dormitory is represented by a 
single representative, the Interfraternity 
Council by four, the Panhellenic Associ-
ation by three, the Living Group Council 
by one, and off-campus by one.

Last week, at the Council’s inaugu-
ral meeting, a constitutional vote was 
delayed to allow members to propose 
amendments and further review the 
governing documents. But at Tuesday’s 
meeting, some Council representatives 
said they had insufficient time to review 
and discuss proposed amendments, or 
were not told of them until shortly be-
fore the meeting started. Among those 
were Ryan Normandin ’13 of MacGregor 
House (also a tech opinion columnist), 
Jonte M. Craighead ’13 (holding a proxy 

Baker to head biology dept.
Discusses department goals and passion for science

by ethan a. solomon
executive editor

The MIT Corporation has set 
the wheels in motion for replac-
ing President Susan J. Hockfield, 
who announced her resignation 
on Feb. 16 and will continue as 
president until a replacement 
is sworn in. James A. Champy 
’63, who led the search com-
mittee that selected Hockfield, 
will again chair the presidential 
search committee. Chairman 
of the MIT Corporation John 
S. Reed ’61 has hopes that the 
committee will be formed and 
begin its work next week.

The bulk of a presidential 
search is carried out by a com-

mittee comprised of Institute 
faculty and Corporation mem-
bers. This search committee 
recommends a small number 
of candidates to the Corpora-
tion’s Executive Committee — a 
group of Corporation members 
and some of the Institute’s top 
administrators — who then for-
mally nominate candidates for 
a majority vote by the Corpora-
tion’s voting members (64 peo-
ple — the Corporation’s eight 
ex officio members do not get a 
vote).

A committee must be 
“broadly representative of the 
community,” said Reed. “The 
mix is always faculty, students, 
and corporation members.”

“The idea is to get a com-
mittee that reflects the different 
points of view, the different in-
terests, and so forth and so on,” 
he added.

To build a search committee, 
Reed says he has asked Chair 
of the Faculty Samuel M. Al-
len PhD ’75 to prepare a list of 
faculty that are “broadly repre-
sentative” of MIT’s constituent 
schools. Reed suspects that all 
of the committee’s faculty will 
be tenured, since junior faculty 
are generally too busy.

Serving on a presidential 
search committee “qualifies as 
a big assignment” that junior 
faculty usually do not take on, 
added Allen in a phone inter-

view yesterday.
Reed guesses the finalized 

committee will have roughly 
8–10 faculty members, com-
plemented by a slightly larger 
group of Corporation members. 
Students will not serve on the 
committee directly, but Chan-
cellor Eric Grimson PhD ’80 
has been asked to form a group 
of undergraduate and graduate 
students who will serve in an 
advisory capacity.

“I’m told [the student advi-
sory group] was extremely ef-
fective and useful” in MIT’s last 
presidential search, said Reed.

Reed says the committee will 

Pres. search committee to meet soon
Reed wants decision made with ‘ deliberate haste,’ hopes for summer

Being a first generation student
A look at the expectations, challenges, and opportunities

christopher A. MAynor—the tech

friends trod over fresh snow back to their dorms 
yesterday evening. The Prudential Tower gleams 
across the river through a cold haze� 

first generation, Page 12

biology head, Page 6

searchcomm, Page 7

ua, Page 7
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Situation for noon Eastern time, Friday, March 2, 2012

By Gaia Pianigiani
The New York Times

ROME — The Italian Senate on 
Thursday approved a set of mea-
sures aimed at fostering economic 
growth, but critics said some propos-
als had been watered down, a sign 
of the roadblocks facing Prime Min-
ister Mario Monti as he tries to turn 
around Italy’s stagnant economy.

The Senate voted 237-33 in favor 
of the “Grow Italy” bill, paving the 
way for passage in the lower house 
of Parliament before the end of the 
month. Monti’s government had 
to resort to a confidence vote on 
the measures so they would not be 
thwarted by the nearly 1,700 amend-
ments proposed by senators.

Monti came to office in Novem-
ber to lead a technocratic govern-
ment, and he proclaimed the need 
to raise revenues and reduce the 
red tape and other bureaucratic 
barriers to growth that have been 

jealously guarded by Italy’s power-
ful special interests over the gen-
erations. Immediately, a legion of 
doubters sprang up, convinced that 
the special interests would defeat 
Monti’s team just as surely as they 
had outlasted and outmaneuvered 
other would-be reformers in the 
past.

No serious observer doubts the 
need for something like the “Grow 
Italy” bill, which was announced in 
January. It is intended to invigorate 
an economy that the Bank of Italy 
has said will shrink by 1.5 percent 
this year. The International Monetary 
Fund has forecast that it will contract 
by 2.2 percent.

The bill aims at increasing com-
petition in a variety of sectors, in-
cluding those controlled by profes-
sional guilds like lawyers, notaries 
and pharmacists. But under intense 
pressure from parties supporting the 
government, Monti backed down 
and scaled back, among others, the 

number of new pharmacy licenses. 
After taxi drivers staged wildcat 
strikes that paralyzed Rome and oth-
er cities, the government agreed to 
allow individual city mayors, rather 
than a national transport authority, 
to determine how many taxi licenses 
to grant.

Lawyers, notaries and others 
also fought back, at one point ap-
pearing en masse in the Senate, to 
dissuade lawmakers from limiting 
their privileges.

Experts lamented that the gov-
ernment could have done more in 
the first place. “What they should 
have abolished is the principle of 
the closed professions, and that was 
not touched by these measures,” said 
Tito Boeri, a professor of econom-
ics at Bocconi University in Milan, 
where Monti was the president un-
til being appointed prime minister. 
“Why does the number of notaries 
need to be set by a law? It certainly 
does not spur competition.”

By david d. Kirkpatrick 
and Steven lee Myers

The New York Times

CAIRO — Two U.S.-financed 
nonprofit groups paid about $4 mil-
lion in bail on Thursday in order 
to fly 11 employees out of reach of 
Egyptian courts in a deal that capped 
weeks of bruising diplomatic wran-
gling and set off a new outpouring of 
anti-American denunciations here.

In the final days, U.S. diplomats 
were forced to rely on the support of 
their former foe, the Muslim Broth-
erhood, as well as implicit threats 
to hold up International Monetary 
Fund aid that Egypt desperately 
needs to avoid an imminent eco-
nomic collapse. 

The United States had already ex-
plicitly threatened to end its own $1.5 
billion in annual aid. And even as a 
chartered plane waited through the 
day at the Cairo airport on Thursday, 
its takeoff had remained in doubt 
amid a growing backlash against the 
perceived U.S. interference in the 
Egyptian justice system.

No Egyptian official stepped 
forward to accept responsibility for 

releasing the Americans. Instead, 
judges and prosecutors distanced 
themselves from the decision and 
traded accusations of political capit-
ulation and conflict of interest. The 
Muslim Brotherhood, the Islamist 
group that now leads Parliament, 
hedged itself by demanding an in-
vestigation into who let the Ameri-
cans go. Other prominent members 
of Parliament called it an outrage 
and demanded public hearings.

Evening television talk shows 
brimmed with indignation. Even 
Mohamed ElBaradei, the Nobel 
Prize-winning former international 
diplomat and a reliable advocate for 
such nonprofit groups, called the 
political interference in the judicial 
process “a fatal strike to democracy.”

The high monetary and political 
price paid to extract the group, which 
included six Americans and seven 
others, underscored the magnitude 
of the challenge the United States 
might face to preserve its close ties to 
perhaps its most important Arab ally 
through the uncertain transition to 
democracy after the ouster of Presi-
dent Hosni Mubarak.

The non-Egyptian employees of 

the groups had been trapped here 
for more than a month by a travel 
ban imposed as part of a politi-
cally charged criminal case against 
a handful of nonprofit groups, in-
cluding three chartered to teach po-
litical organizing and other aspects 
of democracy. One is the German-
financed Konrad Adenauer Foun-
dation, which paid bail to extricate 
two Germans as well. And two are 
U.S.-financed organizations with 
close ties to the congressional lead-
ership: the National Democratic 
Institute and the International Re-
publican Institute. The Republican 
group had been headed in Egypt by 
Sam LaHood, the son of Transpor-
tation Secretary Ray LaHood and 
one of those who left on Thursday’s 
flight.

As a matter of law, all were ac-
cused of violating Mubarak-era re-
strictions requiring a nonprofit to 
obtain a license from Egyptian se-
curity services and forbidding use 
of foreign financing without official 
permission — rules that the U.S. or-
ganizations and dozens of other ad-
vocacy groups had been allowed to 
break for years.

Starting Saturday, Continental 
passengers will be on United

Continental Airlines signs will vanish from ticket counters and 
gates in more than 370 airports around the world this weekend, 
marking another major milestone in the company’s merger with 
United Airlines.

Airport workers will begin removing all Continental branding 
on Friday evening, and starting Saturday passengers booked on 
either airline will fly on a single carrier, United, for the first time 
since the merger became official more than a year ago.

“It is a huge milestone,” said Bill Swelbar, a research engineer 
with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s International 
Center for Air Transportation.

The move corresponds with the merged airlines’ shift to a 
single reservation system, which officials say should relieve cus-
tomer services hassles fliers have experienced since the corpo-
rate merger in October 2010.

—kiah Collier, houston Chronicle

Romney parries rivals with his 
own attacks

When Gov. Rick Perry began rising in the polls, Mitt Romney 
was ready with a potent debate-night assault: Under Perry, illegal 
immigrants in Texas received a $100,000 tuition break.

As Newt Gingrich surged, the Romney campaign dispatched 
colleagues of Gingrich, a former House speaker, to ridicule him 
as “narcissistic” and “erratic” in conference calls that required a 
sardonic pass code: “Newt Gingrich is an unreliable leader.”

And with Rick Santorum persisting as a threat as 10 states pre-
pare to vote Tuesday, Romney unleashed an ad in Ohio on Thurs-
day mocking him as an unprincipled flip-flopper.

The Romney campaign’s shortcomings have been on vivid 
display in recent weeks, from verbal stumbles to a failure to stir 
the passions of the Republican base.

But even his battered rivals acknowledge that Romney is prov-
ing unusually adept at defining, diminishing and disqualifying a 
serial cast of challengers through relentless attacks.

His campaign has deployed every tactic in the negative-cam-
paign playbook. It has issued Twitter messages poking fun at Gin-
grich’s penchant for rhetorical excess (with the hashtag #grandio-
senewt). It created digital slogans and a letterhead disparaging 
Santorum’s long career in government (“Rick Went to Washing-
ton,” they read, “and he never came back.”).  And it benefited from 
the advertising onslaught unleashed against Romney’s rivals by a 
super PAC backing him.

—michael Barbaro and Jeremy w. Peters, The New York Times

Israel plans interceptor  
missile test

JERUSALEM — Israel, in an unusual move, announced 
Thursday that it would soon conduct the first test of an ad-
vanced anti-ballistic missile system designed to intercept in-
coming missiles from enemies like Syria and Iran.

Its departure from the traditional hush-hush approach to 
such tests is meant, at least in part, to avoid misunderstandings 
by other countries in the region and by Israelis themselves in the 
current highly charged atmosphere surrounding Iran’s nuclear 
program. Israel has repeatedly stated that it will not allow Iran to 
reach nuclear weapons capability and that it retains the option 
of a military strike against Iran’s nuclear facilities as a last resort. 
Any such action would invite retaliation, including the likelihood 
of missiles fired at Israel.

With tensions already running high, some analysts have 
warned of the dangers of a miscalculation. In November, jittery 
Israelis jammed emergency telephone lines after the country 
carried out an unannounced test, firing what experts said was a 
long-range ballistic missile out to sea from an Air Force base just 
south of Tel Aviv during the morning rush hour.

—isabel kershner, The New York Times

By austin diorio
sTAFF meTeorologisT

All the mixed weather has 
now moved out of the region; 
today looks to be a very typical 
Cambridge winter day — cold 
with mostly cloudy skies. Even 
though the storms of Wednes-
day and Thursday have moved 
off into the Atlantic, there is 
more wet weather ahead for 
Massachusetts.

Beginning Friday evening, 
a warm front will move in 
from the southwest and bring 

with it warmer temperatures 
and mixed precipitation.  This 
mixed precipitation will quick-
ly change to rain Friday night 
and temperatures will skyrock-
et to 50°F on Saturday after-
noon. The rain should come to 
an end Saturday evening.

Behind this system will be 
seasonably cold air.  Although 
Sunday should get into the mid 
40s, Monday will struggle to get 
much above the freezing point.  
This cold weather will not per-
sist, and temperatures should 
rise during next week.

Nasty weather in store 
for this weekend; later, 
temperatures will rise

‘Grow Italy’ reform bill has been 
watered down, critics say

US defendants leave Egypt 
amid acrimony

Extended Forecast
today: Partly sunny. High 36°F (2°C).
tonight: Mixed precipitation. Low 40°F (4°C).
tomorrow: Morning rain showers. High 50°F (10°C). 
Sunday: Partly cloudy. High 46°F (8°C).
Monday: Partly sunny. High 35°F (2°C).
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By Paul Geitner 
and Stephen Castle

The New York Times 

BRUSSELS — At their first sum-
mit meeting in recent memory at 
which financial markets were not 
baying at the door, European lead-
ers on Thursday sought to show 
they could confront the social cost 
of fighting the sovereign debt crisis, 
whose severity was underlined by 
new jobless figures that hit a euro-
era high.

The infusion of some 1 trillion 
euros ($1.3 trillion) into eurozone 
banks in recent months by the Euro-
pean Central Bank and a provisional 
agreement on a second package of 
loans for Greece have gone a long 
way toward easing fears of an im-
minent financial crisis or even the 
disintegration of the common cur-
rency itself.

Final agreement on the bailout, 
however, was delayed as finance 
ministers waited to see if a related 

restructuring of Greek debts to pri-
vate investors succeeded and if Ath-
ens fulfilled all the conditions it had 
agreed to.

In the meantime, with more than 
one in 10 workers in Europe out of a 
job and government budget-cutting 
intensifying the economic slow-
down, leaders were looking for ways 
to reconcile the urgent need to stim-
ulate growth with the stepped-up 
budget discipline required under a 
new “fiscal compact,” which was ex-
pected to be approved Friday.

Yet that agreement, negotiated 
by 25 countries at the request of Ger-
many, was under pressure even be-
fore it had been signed as evidence 
mounted that a recession forecast for 
the eurozone this year was already 
worsening public finances as well as 
increasing unemployment.

The jobless rate in the 17 euro-
zone countries rose in January to 10.7 
percent, from 10.6 percent in Decem-
ber. It reached the highest level since 
1999, when the euro was introduced, 

according to Eurostat, the European 
Union’s statistics agency. Flagging 
economies like Italy and Greece 
were responsible for much of the 
increase. For all 27 European Union 
countries, the rate ticked up to 10.1 
percent in January from 10.0 percent 
in December.

European countries nonethe-
less diverged widely: Spain again 
topped the list with a 23.3 percent 
jobless rate, followed by Greece, 
at 19.9 percent in November. That 
compared with 4 percent unemploy-
ment in Austria and 5 percent in the 
Netherlands.

Even the Netherlands, which has 
taken a hawkish stance on budget 
discipline, announced Thursday 
that it was losing ground. Next year’s 
budget shortfall will be 4.5 percent 
of GDP, matching this year’s expect-
ed outcome, despite cuts already 
made that are intended to bring it 
down to the goal of 3 percent, ac-
cording to the government planning 
agency.

Palin rebuts movie portrayal
Sarah Palin stepped up her war against the HBO movie “Game 

Change” by releasing a video yesterday that highlights praise from 
Republican strategists who are portrayed in the film as some of her 
toughest critics.

The movie, which premieres March 10, is based on the book of 
the same name by Mark Halperin of Time magazine and John Hei-
lemann of New York magazine. Both the book and the movie sug-
gest that as the Republican vice presidential nominee in 2008, Palin 
knew little basic history or public policy, and that as the campaign 
wore on, she became difficult to handle.

Much of the film focuses on Steve Schmidt, the chief strategist 
for Sen. John McCain, the presidential nominee, and Nicolle Wal-
lace, who was selected by McCain to serve as Palin’s top aide. In the 
film, they grow increasingly concerned about Palin and her abilities.

But in the video released by Palin’s political action committee, 
Schmidt and Wallace are repeatedly shown during the height of the 
campaign speaking glowingly about Palin.

Wallace calls Palin “a feisty, strong, tough and straight-talking 
governor.”

Schmidt says: “Her focus was extraordinary. She was working 15, 
16 hours a day. We were very pleased with the results.”

—michael D. shear, The New York Times

Google’s new data-sharing policy, 
and how to deflect it

Google started its unified privacy policy yesterday.
The company has been telling users of its services — search, 

YouTube, Gmail, Google Maps and Google Docs, among others — 
that information it collects about users will be compiled in a single 
dossier for its use.

What does that mean to users and what should they do about 
it? Until Thursday, a record of a user’s activity on Google’s search 
engine was kept apart from the record of that user’s activity on other 
Google properties.

Google’s search engine may have known a user was looking up 
sites about Jamaica, but it was not giving that information to YouTube 
or Google Maps, just as those sites were not sharing that user’s activ-
ity with Google Search.

Now it is. That is the big change. If you have a Google Account, 
your activity on one Google property is available to other Google 
properties.

Some people do not like this, because Google’s search engine is 
used for lots of activities, some of them personal, financial or medical.

If you would rather not have all of your Google-related activity 
sloshing around the “Don’t Be Evil” empire, remedies are available. 
Some are simple, others laborious:

You can delete your search history and prevent Google from us-
ing it for advertising purposes in the future. To do this, sign in to your 
Google account and go to google.com/history.

—sam Grobart, The New York Times

Those with Putin ties grow rich
ST. PETERSBURG, Russia — Arkady R. Rotenberg, a former judo 

coach, is now a billionaire industrialist, having made a fortune selling 
pipe to the state-owned gas monopoly, Gazprom.

Yuri V. Kovalchuk owned a minority stake in a small bank in St. 
Petersburg that won control of a number of Gazprom subsidiaries. He 
is now worth $1.5 billion.

Gennady N. Timchenko, once the little-known sales manager of a 
local oil refinery, is now one of the world’s richest men, co-owner of 
a commodity trading company that moves about $70 billion of crude 
oil a year, much of it through major contracts with Rosneft, the Rus-
sian national oil company.

What these men share, besides staggering wealth and roots in St. 
Petersburg, is a connection to Prime Minister Vladimir V. Putin, who 
is poised to win a new six-year term as president in elections on Sun-
day. The three billionaires are members of a close circle of friends, 
relatives, associates, colleagues from the security services and long-
time advisers who have grown fabulously wealthy during Putin’s 12 
years as Russia’s paramount leader.

Critics say these relationships are evidence of deeply entrenched 
corruption, which they view as essentially government-sanctioned 
theft invariably connected to Russia’s abundant natural resources: 
gas, oil, minerals. This has become a persistent grievance of demon-
strators who have staged four large street protests since December 
and are promising more after the election.

Putin has repeatedly denied any involvement in the enrichment 
of these and other acquaintances, and he has forcefully dismissed as-
sertions made by his political opponents that he himself is a secret 
beneficiary of these enterprises and has amassed tens of billions of 
dollars in bank accounts outside Russia.

—Andrew e. kramer and David m. herszenhorn,  
The New York Times

Portugal rejects extradition of US 
murderer

Portugal will not extradite a fugitive U.S. murderer and hijacker 
who was seized last year near Lisbon, his Portuguese lawyer said 
Thursday, after a final deadline passed last week for the United 
States to file an appeal.

U.S. officials had sought to have the fugitive, George Wright, 
returned to finish a 15- to 30-year murder sentence that he was 
serving when he escaped from prison in 1970, and to face charges 
for a hijacking two years later. Wright has admitted commandeer-
ing a Delta Air Lines DC-8 with several others and demanding a $1 
million ransom.

Wright’s lawyer, Manuel Luis Ferreira, said Thursday that Por-
tuguese judicial officials had told him the case was effectively over. 
He said the United States had “exhausted every appeal here in the 
Portuguese system” after missing a deadline for taking the case to a 
constitutional court last week.

On Wednesday, a senior judge of that tribunal, Luis Maria Vaz 
das Neves, told The Associated Press, “The case is now closed.” He 
said that for the United States to pursue the case further, it would 
have to find other grounds for having Wright sent back.

—James Barron, The New York Times

By Neil MacFarquhar
The New York Times 

BEIRUT — The Syrian Army 
overwhelmed the main rebel 
stronghold in the embattled city 
of Homs on Thursday, setting the 
stage for its elite soldiers to turn 
their attention — and superior 
firepower — to other insurgent re-
doubts farther north, despite the 
increasing international pressure 
for a cease-fire and humanitarian 
access.

In announcing their “tactical 
withdrawal” from the Baba Amr 
neighborhood in Homs after en-
during a pounding by artillery, tank 
and sniper fire for nearly a month, 
the rebel Revolutionary Brigades 
of Baba Amr said in statement that 
they were heavily outgunned and 
unable to justify keeping thou-
sands of civilians marooned under 
dire conditions. In a quarter where 
most buildings are pockmarked by 
shell blasts, residents lacked food, 
medicine, water and electricity and 
were cut off from the outside world.

The retreat was a significant vic-
tory for President Bashar Assad, 

as his troops hurry to put down an 
armed insurgency before interna-
tional pressure grows so great, or 
the cohesion of the armed forces 
breaks down, under the relentless 
pressure of a nearly year-old upris-
ing. The Syrian government lacks 
sufficient elite troops to subdue 
all rebellious cities at once, hence 
its strategy has been to regain con-
trol of one hotspot at a time while 
pushing its own proposals for lim-
ited political change.

But it remains a race against 
exhaustion, defections and dimin-
ished resources.

The Syrian military “is not 
strong enough to fight in the whole 
country, but it is strong enough to 
fight civilians and defectors with 
light weapons,” said Akil Hashem, 
a retired Syrian general who has 
advised the Syrian National Coun-
cil, the umbrella opposition group. 
“They don’t have enough troops to 
deal with all these uprisings at the 
same time, so they go from one to 
one to one.”

With the apparent victory in 
Homs, the Syrian military is ex-
pected to step up its assault on 

Hama, farther north, and beyond 
that try to tame Idlib province, 
where many towns and large 
swaths of the countryside have 
declared themselves government-
free zones.

Yet international demands for 
a cease-fire intensify almost daily. 
Even Russia and China, which have 
repeatedly blocked international 
action on Syria, voted Thursday for 
a U.N. Security Council statement 
demanding immediate humanitar-
ian access. In Geneva, the U.N. Hu-
man Rights Council also called on 
the government to permit humani-
tarian aid into besieged areas.

The International Committee 
of the Red Cross said the Syrian 
government granted it permission 
to enter Baba Amr. Despite that, 
opposition supporters harbored 
a gnawing fear about possible re-
prisals in Homs, with gunfire still 
crackling there and sketchy re-
ports of raids and arrests emerg-
ing. Activists said that they had 
been planning their retreat for 
days, with scores of residents led 
to safety before the withdrawal was 
announced.

Europe jobless rate grows; leaders 
address austerity effects

Greek crisis might 
test the value of swaps

Syrian military routs 
rebels in stronghold

By Peter Eavis
The New York Times

The restructuring of Greece’s 
debt that is scheduled to start next 
week may well demonstrate how ef-
fective credit-default swaps are.

These financial instruments, 
which played a major role in both 
the 2008 financial crisis and in the 
European debt crisis, are meant to 
pay out if a company or country de-
faults. But the twists and turns over 
Greece’s debt are revealing their po-
tential limitations for investors who 
hope the swaps will protect them 
against losses if Greece defaults.

On Thursday, the International 
Swaps and Derivatives Associa-
tion, the industry body that de-
cides whether swaps should pay 
out, said that Greece’s proposed 
debt exchange did not currently 
activate swaps linked to the coun-
try’s debt. But the association add-
ed that the swaps could activate at 
a later date.

The body’s decision reignites the 

debate over the usefulness of the 
default swaps. If Greece had simply 
stopped paying interest or principal 
on its bonds, the swaps would have 
paid out. European policy makers, 
however, decided last year to try 
to use a voluntary debt exchange 
for Greece as a way to avoid setting 
off the swaps. The maneuver was a 
brusque reminder for investors that 
there are ways to circumvent the 
conditions of credit-default swaps.

“If a sovereign, and those trying 
to rescue it, tiptoe around the pe-
riphery to avoid triggering the CDS, 
it may impair the effectiveness of 
the CDS as a risk management tool,” 
said Bruce Bennett, a partner at the 
law firm Covington & Burling.

If the Greek debt exchange dam-
ages the reputation of credit-default 
swaps, banks and other investors 
that make heavy use of them for 
protection from losses may have to 
consider other strategies.

And it would add fuel to the po-
litical fire over the swaps and specu-
lators. Some European politicians 

contend that the swaps destabilize 
financial markets and encourage in-
vestors to mount speculative attacks 
on government debt. European offi-
cials have even taken the step of set-
ting up their own version of credit 
protection, which will be offered by 
the European Financial Stability Fa-
cility, a government-backed rescue 
fund.

More than $70 billion of default 
swaps exist on Greek government 
debt. After subtracting swaps that 
pay out on a default from those that 
get paid, the net amount is $3.25 
billion. But the small net number 
masks how much is at stake if the 
swaps do not behave after Greece’s 
debt exchange as investors planned.

One of the decisions of the swaps 
association on Thursday under-
scored how swaps can be discon-
nected from actions that harm in-
vestors’ economic interests. As part 
of the Greek debt deal, the Euro-
pean Central Bank will be shielded 
against losses on the Greek bonds it 
holds.
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OPINION POLICY
Editorials are the official opinion of The Tech. They are 

written by the Editorial Board, which consists of Chairman 
Aislyn Schalck, Editor in Chief Jessica J. Pourian, Managing 
Editor Connor Kirschbaum, Executive Editor Ethan A. 
Solomon, and Opinion Editor Andy Liang.

Dissents are the signed opinions of editorial board 
members choosing to publish their disagreement with the 
editorial.

Letters to the editor, columns, and editorial cartoons 
are written by individuals and represent the opinion of the 
author, not necessarily that of the newspaper. Electronic 
submissions are encouraged and should be sent to letters@
tech.mit.edu. Hard copy submissions should be addressed 
to The Tech, P.O. Box 397029, Cambridge, Mass. 02139-7029, 
or sent by interdepartmental mail to Room W20-483. All 
submissions are due by 4:30 p.m. two days before the date of 
publication.

Letters, columns, and cartoons must bear the authors’ 
signatures, addresses, and phone numbers. Unsigned letters 

will not be accepted. The Tech reserves the right to edit or 
condense letters; shorter letters will be given higher priority. 
Once submitted, all letters become property of The Tech, and 
will not be returned. Letters, columns, and cartoons may also 
be posted on The Tech’s Web site and/or printed or published 
in any other format or medium now known or later that 
becomes known. The Tech makes no commitment to publish 
all the letters received.

Guest columns are opinion articles submitted by members 
of the MIT or local community.

TO REACH US
The Tech’s telephone number is (617) 253-1541. E-mail is the 

easiest way to reach any member of our staff. If you are unsure 
whom to contact, send mail to general@tech.mit.edu, and it 
will be directed to the appropriate person. You can reach the 
editor in chief by e-mailing eic@tech.mit.edu. Please send 
press releases, requests for coverage, and information about 
errors that call for correction to news@tech.mit.edu. Letters 
to the editor should be sent to letters@tech.mit.edu. The Tech 
can be found on the World Wide Web at http://tech.mit.edu.
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By Derek Sutherland

The MIT fusion experiment Alcator C-
Mod has been slated for cancellation in 
the presidential budget request for fiscal 
year 2013, a cut of nearly $18 million to the 
MIT Plasma Science and Fusion Center 
(PSFC) to be enacted in September 2012. 
The shuttering of this single largest exper-
iment at MIT will be devastating to the re-
search of many of our professional scien-
tists, upwards of 30 graduate students and 
dozens of undergraduate students at MIT. 
Luckily, this budget must still be passed 
by Congress to go into effect, and we need 
your help now to reverse this decision.

Fusion energy, the power of our sun 
and other stars, is a promising alterna-
tive form of nuclear energy that has the 
motivating benefits of a nearly unlimited 
fuel supply in our oceans, zero carbon 

pollution, and no long-lived radioac-
tive byproducts. Fusion is the energy of 
our future, and the scientists, engineers 
and technicians at the PSFC are actively 
bringing this clean, abundant, secure en-
ergy future that much closer to the pres-
ent. The main fusion energy experiment 
at MIT, Alcator C-Mod, is one of the ma-
jor U.S. fusion experiments in operation 
today. C-Mod is a high magnetic field, 
compact, high-performance tokamak. 
Much of current fusion research is dedi-
cated to the development of ITER, a large 
tokamak that is currently under construc-
tion in France that will demonstrate a 
predominately self-heated fusion reactor 
system, which is the next step on the path 
towards an electricity-producing fusion 
reactor. C-Mod is able to operate with an 
ensemble of particular conditions that are 
critical to study for the success of ITER, 

such as high plasma pressures, which no 
other tokamak in operation can achieve. 
Also, necessary current drive methods 
have been pioneered on C-Mod, such as 
lower-hybrid current drive, which is very 
efficient when compared to other meth-
ods. To cancel C-Mod is to threaten the 
success of ITER and ultimately the global 
fusion reactor initiative as a whole, as well 
as to remove a critical part of the domes-
tic tokamak fusion research collaboration 
consisting of three tokamaks, NSTX at 
Princeton Plasma Physics Lab, DIII-D at 
General Atomics, and C-Mod here at MIT.

C-Mod is currently the largest single 
experiment at MIT, and supports a myriad 
of different types of personnel: approxi-
mately 30 graduate students, 40 under-
graduates in the last three years through 

A World and Nation headline published on Feb. 28 incor-
rectly said “Iran’s prime minister increases power after political 
crisis.” It should instead be “Iraq’s prime minister.”

An article published on Feb. 24 regarding diversity discus-

sions stated that Brandon D. Briscoe ‘12 had received “several 
statements of support from other students.” Briscoe actually 
said that he had received “many statements of support from 
both students and alumni.”

CORRECTIONS

LETTERS TO THE EdITOR
Freedom of speech is 
not freedom to 
commit crimes

What Haldun Anil has voiced in his Feb. 
10 article, called “La Révolution Française,” 
is not original and simply mimics Turkish 
officials in their continued efforts of geno-
cide denial. The Turkish State has changed 
its tactics over the years and went through 
an evolution from complete denial of any 
wrongdoing to acknowledging that some 
killings did occur; but discussing those 
crimes should be left to historians — oth-
erwise liberty everywhere will be in danger 
(ironically enough, if Turkish historians 
do dare to talk about Armenian Genocide 
they get persecuted by Penal Code 306 in 
Turkish constitution or get assassinated by 
Turkish nationalists). This is the main-
stream Turkish propaganda of today and 
it seems Haldun Anil is following in these 
footsteps.

Interestingly enough, the freedom of 
speech of thousands of jailed and perse-
cuted Turkish journalists, writers, histori-
ans, human rights activists, and oppressed 
minorities (well-documented by “Report-
ers Without Borders” and “Human Rights 
Watch”) in his native Turkey doesn’t con-
cern Haldun; his desire for liberty seems to 
exist only when it comes to someone else 
condemning the Armenian Genocide and 
its deniers.

Turkish propaganda’s clumsy efforts 
of presenting Armenian Genocide as a 
somewhat controversial topic would have 
been amusing, if the matter itself wasn’t 
so tragic — an annihilation of an entire 
population with overwhelming amount of 
evidence .

Turkish propaganda’s further efforts of 
portraying Armenian Genocide as merely 
a historical debate which should be left 

to historians is offensive and deliberately 
misleading. An overwhelming number 
of genocide scholars and historians have 
already weighed in[*], affirming and con-
demning the Armenian Genocide years 
ago. They have also deducted that denial 
is the last and final stage of any genocide 
and Turkey is exercising it with passion 
— both in Turkey and by pressuring other 
countries.

Germany had the courage of accepting 
the undeniable fact of Jewish Holocaust. 
Meanwhile Turkey has demonstrated 
not only lack of such courage or remorse, 
but also in recent years went further and 
started prosecuting journalists, historians, 
and social activists (in some cases even 
jailing or assassinating them) for even 
mentioning Armenian Genocide in an 
unparalleled effort on cracking down on 
freedom of speech in 21st century.

The truth is that Armenian Genocide is 
neither a topic that historians are debat-
ing (this “debate” was concluded in 1943, 
when the author of the word “genocide” 
Raphael Lemkin said he invented the 
word in order to describe unprecedented 
tragedies that befell Armenians in 1915-
1923 and Jews during World War II, so by 
definition genocide is what happened to 
Armenians in Ottoman Turkey and Jews in 
Nazi Germany) nor a controversy outside 
of Turkey, where there is a law criminaliz-
ing even talking about Genocide and Turk-
ish intellectual elite has suffered greatly 
due to this.

Turkish historian Taner Akcam (now 
a professor in Clark University), Turkish 
writer Orhan Pamuk (a winner of Noble 
Prize for literature), “Agos” newspaper 
editor Hrant Dink (assassinated by Turkish 
Nationalists) and many more have fallen 
victim to the most outrageous freedom of 
speech violation in Turkey — article 306 in 
Turkish Penal Code that criminalizes any 
mention of the Genocide.

When it comes to freedom of speech 
in France and many other countries who 
have officially affirmed and condemned 
Armenian Genocide despite pressure from 
Turkey [†], it is important to remember 
that in most democratic countries there 
are categories excluded from free speech, 
like “hate speech,” “defamation,” “fight-
ing words,” and “intentional infliction of 
emotional distress”. Even in the U.S., where 
freedom of speech is protected by very 
revered First Amendment of U.S. Con-
stitution, our forefathers excluded those 
categories from it.

Freedom of speech, thought and 
expression are cornerstones for any 
democratic society, however when it is 
abused in order to spread fascism, racism, 
discrimination, defamation, and hate, 
democratic societies step up to provide 
protection for the victims. That’s exactly 
what has happened in U.S. and France. 
That’s exactly what’s missing in Turkey.

By Nerses Zurabyan 
and aren mamikonyan 
miT armenian society

(*)Examples of scholarly and human 
rights organizations condemning Arme-
nian Genocide include the International 
Association of Genocide Scholars, Institute 
on the Holocaust and Genocide in Jerusa-
lem , Institute of Holocaust in Washington 
D.C, United Nations’ Sub-Commission 
on Prevention of Discrimination and Pro-
tection of Minorities, World Council of 
Churches, International Center for Transi-
tional Justice and many more.

(†) Examples of countries affirming and 
condemning Armenian Genocide in Otto-
man Turkey include France, Canada, 43 US 
States, Germany, Sweden, Belgium, Rus-
sian Federation,  European Union Parlia-
ment, Council of Europe, Vatican City, Ar-
gentina, Netherlands, Switzerland, Greece, 
Italy, Poland and many more.
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By Samantha Marquart

There is no doubt in anyone’s mind that MIT is a difficult 
place. The challenges students face, whether academic or social, 
are difficult to handle even amidst the best mental health states. 
We enter the Institute as the top students from our hometowns 
with ambitions of maintaining this status by being the best in our 
classes and extracurricular activities. We have not failed until we 
get to MIT.

It is precisely for this reason why Student Support Services (S3) 
exists. We need guidance in our time of need. S3 is honest and sin-
cere, providing students with a resource from which to navigate 
the Institute — be it a listening ear, letter to a professor, referral 
to mental health, or a myriad of other resources. S3 cannot solve 
our problems for us — it can only give us tools and support with 
which we can overcome our challenges. S3 cannot solve every is-
sue, nor can it seek out every student at risk; rather, it should be 
seen as a resource to empower students to resolve the challenges 
they face.

I truly believe that I would not have made it through my un-
dergraduate career if I did not have the guidance of the S3 office. 
I too thought about leaving MIT, having faced emotional and 
medical trials at the Institute. While my pre—MIT self would have 
never asked for help, I came to realize that life is more important 
than each problem set or test. I learned that I can — and should 
— fail. S3 did not solve my problems for me — they helped me to 
navigate my way through fixing them myself. For this, I am truly 
grateful.

Years from now, I know I will continue to look back at MIT as 
the place where I became me — not because of the work I did 
in the classroom, but for the person it helped me to become. S3 

forced me to face my problems head on, guiding me in the direc-
tions that ultimately shaped me as a student and a leader. I owe 
my life to S3 in more ways than one, and I thank them for every-
thing they have done for me and others like me.

While I too grieve the losses our community has faced this 
year, I urge you not to point blame at the support systems we have 
in place. Rather, I ask you to take a stronger role in your living 
communities, classrooms, and activities — to care more for one 
another and help those in need. But most of all, I urge you to real-
ize that it’s ok to fail, for only when we hit our bottom and ask for 
help can we rise to face the good coming our way.

Samantha Marquart graduated in the class of 2011.
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 S� is honest and sincere, providing 
students with a resource from which 
to navigate the Institute — be it a 
listening ear, letter to a professor, 
referral to mental health, or a myriad 
of other resources. S� cannot solve our 
problems for us — it can only give us 
tools and support with which we can 
overcome our challenges.

the undergraduate research opportunities 
program (UROP), 120 directly employed 
individuals, and nearly 300 indirectly em-
ployed personnel throughout the United 
States. The effect of closing C-Mod is not 
only a threat to scientific collaboration by 
eliminating the most extensively connect-
ed experiment to various other fusion proj-
ects in the world, but is also a threat to the 
leadership of our professional scientists, 
graduate, and undergraduate students in 
this global field. In addition, over 40 years 
of technical experience that has been de-
veloped here at MIT will be lost while these 
committed, high-tech technicians are laid 
off from jobs they have held honorably for 
many years. Thus, the cancellation of C-
Mod will result in the loss of hundreds of 
MIT jobs, and with them the loss of the ir-
replaceable expertise that has been devel-
oped over decades.

In addition to the injurious effect of 
shuttering hundreds of jobs here at MIT, 
a cancellation of C-Mod will be effectively 
cripple U.S. student involvement in ITER 
through the elimination of the main train-
ing ground in the United States for students 
interested in fusion research and develop-
ment. Cutting edge research on the C-Mod 
project has led to hundreds of ground-

breaking theses over the past decades, 
but this cut will require current graduate 
students to either be sent to other institu-
tions to complete their PhD research, or 
be forced to finish with a Master’s degree. 
The immediate result of this cancellation 
would result in an exodus of some of the 
brightest future leaders in the field of fu-
sion energy, and most likely many of our 
professionals who are the current leaders. 
Also, as I have personally found during 
my undergraduate experience, many un-
dergraduate research projects become the 
foundation for PhD work, and the contin-
ued great beginnings in the field of fusion 
energy during undergraduate careers will 
be eliminated if this proposed budget is 
passed. With these combined detrimental 
effects on both graduate and undergradu-
ate research here at MIT, we can expect 
MIT to have a lesser role in the global fu-
sion energy initiative and the United States 
will not receive an appreciable return on 
investment in ITER by eliminating one of 
the main, domestic experiments support-
ing this burning plasma experiment cur-
rently under construction.

I’m sure many of us remember our sci-
ence classes during our primary educa-
tion, learning about the phases of matter, 
solid, liquid, gas, and sometimes plasma, 
but we really don’t need to worry about the 

last one, right? Considering upwards of 99 
percent of the known universe is in a plas-
ma state, I feel like the 99 percent should 
occupy a bit more of our study than the one 
percent. C-Mod hosts the largest public ed-
ucation and outreach program of any U.S. 
tokamak, with nearly 1,300 people visiting 
C-Mod last year alone. Also, C-Mod’s “Mr. 
Magnet” Program has brought fusion and 
plasma physics to thousands of students 
of all ages through on-site C-Mod tours 
and classroom visits, with nearly 3,000 stu-
dents a year participating! The MIT PSFC 
is not only focused on furthering the field 
of fusion energy, but has a strong focus on 
student involvement and increasing the 
public’s awareness and understanding of 
important issues concerning science and 
energy and how fusion can play a major 
role in securing a carbon-free, safe, and se-
cure energy future.

With our concerns presented, we call 
upon the MIT community to help us re-
verse this proposed budget cut to C-Mod, 
both to ensure a fusion energy future and 
to maintain MIT’s status in this cutting-
edge field as a leader rather than a follow-
er. Scientists at the PSFC and other fusion 
facilities have created a website, http://
www.fusionfuture.org that provides addi-
tional information about C-Mod’s contri-
butions to science, example letters to send 

to your representatives in Congress, and 
a link to a petition on change.org under 
the “Important Links” side column that is 
the quickest way to have your voice heard. 
Also, please visit and join our Facebook 
group, Save Alcator C-Mod. On March 7, 
C-Mod will be open to the MIT community 
from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. with tours departing 
every 30 minutes from NW17-218. If you 
would like to see this amazing experiment 
firsthand, please come visit us during 
open house!

As Stewart Prager of the Princetion 
Plasma Physics Laboratory has said in a 
recent interview, “We have a clear choice 
before us: The United States can either 
design and build fusion energy plants or 
we can buy them from Asia and Europe.” 
Though Asia and Europe are important 
collaborators in the field of fusion energy, 
I believe MIT should continue leading the 
effort to ensure the United States is a lead-
er in this field. We owe our support to the 
committed professionals, and graduate 
and undergraduate students at the PSFC 
to continue bringing this clean, abundant, 
more secure energy future for our nation 
and the rest of the world that much closer 
to the present.

Derek Sutherland is a senior in the 
Department of Nuclear Science & 

Engineering

Alcator C-Mod is vital to the MIT Fusion Lab
Losing it will shutter jobs at MIT and ruin research projects 
Sutherland, from Page 4

By Clio Andris

(As a preface to this letter, I make no assump-
tions about accidental or intentional nature of the 
sad passing of Brian G. Anderson ’13, and stand 
with the MIT community in sending our thoughts 
and wishes to his family and friends. Yet, I believe 
his death, as the most recent loss of a student on 
campus, brings to light a very concerning issue on 
campus.)

A number of people have spoken about the re-
cent tragic student losses at MIT. Yet, MIT needs 
also to realize that for every suicide, there’s a mag-
nitude of students who consider the option daily. 
Getting to the root of depression and stopping 
loss of life is not an easy problem but trust me, 
crazier, more idealistic ideas have been accom-
plished on this campus.

I believe that depression and suicidal tenden-
cies are complex issues at MIT. MIT students are 
very independent, self-pushing, and perfection-
driven — which is a dangerous combination for 
depression. In addition, the “do what it takes to 
get it done” mentality is also dangerous for sui-
cide. Moreover, MIT students are rational in the 
most mechanical way — if they see themselves 
as the weakest part of the system, then they will 
further remove themselves. These feelings mani-
fest themselves as someone loses healthy per-
spective on life. This “skewed” thinking becomes 
exacerbated with (and is partly the cause of ) an 
increasing loss of connection to people, yielding 
fewer rewarding conversations; friendships and 
feelings of closeness with trusted friends, profes-
sors, and family; and creating a system of vicious 
cycles. Also, as we know, the signs of depression 
and end-of-life decisions are not always visible to 
one’s friends and family, especially when the af-
fected friend has “perfectionist” or “overachiev-
ing” characteristics. It’s a slippery slope that is 
often faced alone.

It’s clear that MIT needs to forge (or convolve, 
if you will) a stronger net to support brilliance at 
all stages of development — NOT pose a sink-or-
swim environment. What we have in place — S3, 
Mental Health, the together.mit.edu signs that 
are very encouraging (but only point us in a loop 
back to S3), etc. — is not working. (S3, as Shin Nee 
Wong aptly described in “Getting better by leav-
ing the Institute,” on Feb. 28, 2012, is very admin-
istrative and often takes three weeks to schedule 
a meeting.)

MIT needs to create a task force on what is 
making students depressed, over-anxious, and 
ready to end their lives. Record what panics or 
overwhelming thoughts our students are having 
and address these on the whole. (MIT is great at 
task force projects; for an example, see MIT’s ac-
tive role in changing in number of female profes-

sors in the past 20 years.) 

This task force should tell us:
How many students are on antidepressants 

or other medication prescribed by psychologists 
at this school? What are the elements of the MIT 
experience that seem to turn highly-sought after 
young thinkers into “irrational actors"? Is it the in-
tense academic load or something more? What is 
the progression of personal events that is leading 
individuals to suicide at MIT? Can students self-
diagnose themselves as having a problem? Or do 
they simply think they are broken and a failure? Is 
there a stigma attached with seeking help for sui-
cidal thoughts? Is serious help socially, physical-
ly, mentally accessible? Why are MIT’s thought-
ful, dedicated services somehow not an option 
for some students? What other options can we 
provide? Does MIT Medical have the resources to 
cover the needs of suicidal or potentially suicidal 
students? Calling MIT Medical in a polite way of-
ten gets us a meeting in a doctor’s next available 
slot, which is often close to two weeks into the fu-
ture. For obvious reasons, this is not good enough, 
and can easily be viewed as a rejection of a call 
for help.

In addition, MIT should:
Hire more seasoned professional experts to 

work at Mental Health. When students call, ask 
the students how they are doing, and directly 
confront them with the option of being seen 
immediately. Give the administration the re-
sponsibility of letting students know that other 
students often have the same difficult thoughts 
about school and life at MIT, and should foster 
programs that prevent students from becoming 
disconnected from one another. Get our alumni 
to reach out to the students — the supply is man-
ifold. Adopt the very inspirational, and right-on 
mantra “It gets better” from the GLBTQ commu-
nity. As echoed by Wong in the Feb. 28 guest col-
umn: No one knows pressure like someone who 
has been through the same system. Report on 
student stories about depression and suicide at 
MIT. Personally, I have heard many stories from 
my own friends about this issue, and know more 
through my own experiences.

How can we turn this into something 
productive?

The people of the MIT community are our real 
endowment, and losing a single member for the 
frustrating combination of very serious but very 
fixable reasons should be avoided. It’s a well-
known adage that "it takes a village to raise a 
child," and it is time to put more funding towards 
making the MIT community village better at rais-
ing its children.

Clio Andris PhD ’11 is a postdoc in the 
Department of Urban Studies and Planning.

By Samantha Marquart

There is no doubt in anyone’s mind that MIT is a difficult 
place. The challenges students face, whether academic or social, 
are difficult to handle even amidst the best mental health states. 
We enter the Institute as the top students from our hometowns 
with ambitions of maintaining this status by being the best in our 
classes and extracurricular activities. We have not failed until we 
get to MIT.

It is precisely for this reason why Student Support Services (S3) 
exists. We need guidance in our time of need. S3 is honest and sin-
cere, providing students with a resource from which to navigate 
the Institute — be it a listening ear, letter to a professor, referral 
to mental health, or a myriad of other resources. S3 cannot solve 
our problems for us — it can only give us tools and support with 
which we can overcome our challenges. S3 cannot solve every is-
sue, nor can it seek out every student at risk; rather, it should be 
seen as a resource to empower students to resolve the challenges 
they face.

I truly believe that I would not have made it through my un-
dergraduate career if I did not have the guidance of the S3 office. 
I too thought about leaving MIT, having faced emotional and 
medical trials at the Institute. While my pre—MIT self would have 
never asked for help, I came to realize that life is more important 
than each problem set or test. I learned that I can — and should 
— fail. S3 did not solve my problems for me — they helped me to 
navigate my way through fixing them myself. For this, I am truly 
grateful.

Years from now, I know I will continue to look back at MIT as 
the place where I became me — not because of the work I did 
in the classroom, but for the person it helped me to become. S3 

forced me to face my problems head on, guiding me in the direc-
tions that ultimately shaped me as a student and a leader. I owe 
my life to S3 in more ways than one, and I thank them for every-
thing they have done for me and others like me.

While I too grieve the losses our community has faced this 
year, I urge you not to point blame at the support systems we have 
in place. Rather, I ask you to take a stronger role in your living 
communities, classrooms, and activities — to care more for one 
another and help those in need. But most of all, I urge you to real-
ize that it’s ok to fail, for only when we hit our bottom and ask for 
help can we rise to face the good coming our way.

Samantha Marquart graduated in the class of 2011.

By Clio Andris

(As a preface to this letter, I make no assump-
tions about accidental or intentional nature of the 
sad passing of Brian G. Anderson ’13, and stand 
with the MIT community in sending our thoughts 
and wishes to his family and friends. Yet, I believe 
his death, as the most recent loss of a student on 
campus, brings to light a very concerning issue on 
campus.)

A number of people have spoken about the re-
cent tragic student losses at MIT. Yet, MIT needs 
also to realize that for every suicide, there’s a mag-
nitude of students who consider the option daily. 
Getting to the root of depression and stopping 
loss of life is not an easy problem but trust me, 
crazier, more idealistic ideas have been accom-
plished on this campus.

I believe that depression and suicidal tenden-
cies are complex issues at MIT. MIT students are 
very independent, self-pushing, and perfection-
driven — which is a dangerous combination for 
depression. In addition, the “do what it takes to 
get it done” mentality is also dangerous for sui-
cide. Moreover, MIT students are rational in the 
most mechanical way — if they see themselves 
as the weakest part of the system, then they will 
further remove themselves. These feelings mani-
fest themselves as someone loses healthy per-
spective on life. This “skewed” thinking becomes 
exacerbated with (and is partly the cause of ) an 
increasing loss of connection to people, yielding 
fewer rewarding conversations; friendships and 
feelings of closeness with trusted friends, profes-
sors, and family; and creating a system of vicious 
cycles. Also, as we know, the signs of depression 
and end-of-life decisions are not always visible to 
one’s friends and family, especially when the af-
fected friend has “perfectionist” or “overachiev-
ing” characteristics. It’s a slippery slope that is 
often faced alone.

It’s clear that MIT needs to forge (or convolve, 
if you will) a stronger net to support brilliance at 
all stages of development — NOT pose a sink-or-
swim environment. What we have in place — S3, 
Mental Health, the together.mit.edu signs that 
are very encouraging (but only point us in a loop 
back to S3), etc. — is not working. (S3, as Shin Nee 
Wong aptly described in “Getting better by leav-
ing the Institute,” on Feb. 28, 2012, is very admin-
istrative and often takes three weeks to schedule 
a meeting.)

MIT needs to create a task force on what is 
making students depressed, over-anxious, and 
ready to end their lives. Record what panics or 
overwhelming thoughts our students are having 
and address these on the whole. (MIT is great at 
task force projects; for an example, see MIT’s ac-
tive role in changing in number of female profes-

sors in the past 20 years.) 

This task force should tell us:
How many students are on antidepressants 

or other medication prescribed by psychologists 
at this school? What are the elements of the MIT 
experience that seem to turn highly-sought after 
young thinkers into “irrational actors"? Is it the in-
tense academic load or something more? What is 
the progression of personal events that is leading 
individuals to suicide at MIT? Can students self-
diagnose themselves as having a problem? Or do 
they simply think they are broken and a failure? Is 
there a stigma attached with seeking help for sui-
cidal thoughts? Is serious help socially, physical-
ly, mentally accessible? Why are MIT’s thought-
ful, dedicated services somehow not an option 
for some students? What other options can we 
provide? Does MIT Medical have the resources to 
cover the needs of suicidal or potentially suicidal 
students? Calling MIT Medical in a polite way of-
ten gets us a meeting in a doctor’s next available 
slot, which is often close to two weeks into the fu-
ture. For obvious reasons, this is not good enough, 
and can easily be viewed as a rejection of a call 
for help.

In addition, MIT should:
Hire more seasoned professional experts to 

work at Mental Health. When students call, ask 
the students how they are doing, and directly 
confront them with the option of being seen 
immediately. Give the administration the re-
sponsibility of letting students know that other 
students often have the same difficult thoughts 
about school and life at MIT, and should foster 
programs that prevent students from becoming 
disconnected from one another. Get our alumni 
to reach out to the students — the supply is man-
ifold. Adopt the very inspirational, and right-on 
mantra “It gets better” from the GLBTQ commu-
nity. As echoed by Wong in the Feb. 28 guest col-
umn: No one knows pressure like someone who 
has been through the same system. Report on 
student stories about depression and suicide at 
MIT. Personally, I have heard many stories from 
my own friends about this issue, and know more 
through my own experiences.

How can we turn this into something 
productive?

The people of the MIT community are our real 
endowment, and losing a single member for the 
frustrating combination of very serious but very 
fixable reasons should be avoided. It’s a well-
known adage that "it takes a village to raise a 
child," and it is time to put more funding towards 
making the MIT community village better at rais-
ing its children.

Clio Andris PhD ’11 is a postdoc in the 
Department of Urban Studies and Planning.
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dean, and I feel very fortunate that my ca-
reer has been supported by some great de-
partment heads in the past. I’ve been here 
almost 20 years, and over that time, I’ve re-
ally been helped by the great environment 
created by previous department heads; I 
hope I can give back some effort to the de-
partment that will help the careers of others.

TT: What are some of your goals as de-
partment head? 

TB: The department is strong and vi-
brant, so I think we want to continue to be 
a cutting edge institution for biological re-
search, as well as a great place for teach-
ing and learning at the undergraduate and 
graduate level. 

We want to maintain that, but biology 
is a fast-moving field, so we have to make 
sure we’re reflecting the modern, most up-
to-date investigations and approaches. For 
example, some of the technology that is ex-
ceedingly commonplace today wasn’t even 
used at all five years ago, or was just start-
ing to be used. Great ways to keep renewing 
our department is by hiring young faculty, 
and by creating and refreshing the courses 
in order to keep the biology department the 
world-class place that it is.

In addition, it is very important to con-
tinue the department’s efforts toward build-
ing communication and networks between 
the biology-related sciences across the In-
stitute. I want to first educate myself in more 
detail about what’s going on, and then help 
figure out how we can all work together in a 
community. 

TT: So on the interdisciplinary note, 
what are your views on the new Course 6-7 
created last year?

TB: I was actually talking to one of the 
faculty members this week about mak-
ing sure we’d have the appropriate type of 
courses that would be of interest to the stu-
dents that are going to be coming down the 
pipeline in that major, but I am still learning. 

My job in the department directly pre-

vious to this one was as co-director of the 
PhD program, so I’ve been less involved in 
the undergraduate program recently. But 
seven years ago, I was associate head of the 
department, so I was very involved in teach-
ing and course placements, the curriculum, 
etc. I haven’t gotten everybody’s opinion on 
the nitty-gritty of how 6-7 is going, but it’s 
definitely on our radar screen. We want to 
think of upper-division electives that will 
be appropriate for people with this inter-
est profile. It’s an area that will continue to 
strengthen our department.

TT: What has been your favorite part of 
being at MIT, biology or otherwise?

TB: The swimming pool! (Laughs) But re-
ally, I love the can-do attitude people have 
around here. You bring an idea to someone, 
and they’re like, “Oh yeah, we can do that!” 

And for my own research, it’s been really 
great to be at a school that’s a science and 
technology school. I’ve had a lot of interac-
tions with chemistry, biological engineer-
ing, and other departments, collaborating 
and helping each other out with different 
experiments and techniques. Sometimes 
you’ll have an idea, and two days later 
someone’s built something or figured out 
how to synthesize the molecule you need. 

There’s a real love of problem-solving 
and curiosity — in our case — about how 
life works. That’s part of the culture that I re-
ally like.

TT: Have you had to overcome hurdles or 
roadblocks on your career path?

TB: I’m dyslexic, so as an undergradu-
ate, as a high school student, I had signifi-
cant hurdles. There were courses that were 
required that I wasn’t getting the greatest 
grades in. I was very bad at foreign language, 

which was a requirement for a basic science 
major in many universities, so I couldn’t 
be a molecular biology major. I took Span-
ish three times and I had to drop, and I took 
French twice and I had to drop, so I ended 
up majoring in biochemistry in the school 
of agriculture. 

I got support from people, but this was 
before there was so much knowledge about 
learning disabilities. I had accommodations 
in high school, but when I got to college, 
there were none. But I’ve had a very, very 
fortunate career. I always just keep trying, 
and things have gone very well. I was a suc-
cessful graduate student at Stanford, then 
a successful postdoc at the NIH, and then I 
came here. 

TT: What triggered your interest in 
biology?

TB: I was a good science student in ju-
nior high, or whenever we started having 
labs and things like that. I was noticeably 
good at it, which was pretty cool. We had 
a lot of life science books at home that we 
just spent a lot of time reading. I was raised 
by a single mother — my father died when 
I was six years old, so my brother and my 
sister and I hung out alone a lot (laughs), 
so we read all these books and watched 
National Geographic on TV. That National 
Geographic theme song still gets my heart 
pumping, which makes my kids think I’m 
nuts — I mean, they like it too! But they’re 
like, “Mom, you’re a little overly crazy about 
this!”

But I think it was when I went to college 
that my interest really grew. I was planning 
on majoring in physical therapy, and the 
first year of the major was a basic science 
curriculum. I really liked the biology course, 
and I remember learning certain things 
and talking about them all the time to my 
friends. It clearly sparked my interest.

I also had a job when I was a college 
sophomore where I was initially working as 
a babysitter for two scientists — one was a 
course instructor and one had a lab. They 
got a live-in babysitter, and so they hired me 

in their lab, and I was doing stuff like auto-
claving pipette tips and washing flasks, and I 
just kept learning more and more about how 
research labs work from this experience and 
meeting graduate students doing research. 

The type of experience that you get from 
working through things in a research lab 
versus the type of knowledge that you get 
from taking classes, they’re two different 
parts of the puzzle, and you need them both. 
Undergraduate research is essential. 

TT: What are you looking forward to most 
as department head?

TB: In taking on this challenge, what I’m 
really looking forward to is working with the 
whole community — the students, the staff, 
the whole school of science — to help create 
a good place to do biological research and be 
leaders in biology education. I’m really look-
ing forward to getting to know and work with 
the whole community. It has really great 
growth potential for me, since I think you go 
through phases of opening your interactions 
with broader scopes of people, versus focus-
ing down on a specific area of research. So 
I’m looking forward to an opening phase and 
looking forward to learning about things that 
people are working on and thinking about. 

It’s always extremely difficult to predict 
what area of biology we should target for 
future growth in the department, but I don’t 
think there are major holes in our program 
that we’re desperate to fix. I need to talk to 
all the faculty in the department, and I want 
to have round table meetings with students 
and postdocs to hear their ideas, but since 
we’re such a strong department, we’re not in 
need of any huge change in direction.

You bring an idea to 
someone, and they’re 
like, ‘Oh yeah, we can do 
that!’

Baker to serve as head of Department of Biology
Plans on building communication and networks between the biology related sciences

I really liked the biology 
course, and I remember 
learning certain things 
and talking about them 
all the time to my friends.

Biology head, from Page 1
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start meeting as soon as it is formed. 
The Chairman would like the search to 
get started “sooner rather than later,” 
and act with “deliberate haste,” but 
still not sacrifice quality for speed.

It is technically possible for the Ex-
ecutive Committee to nominate can-
didates that were not suggested by the 
search committee, and also possible 
for the full Corporation to vote on an 
entirely new candidate. But in prac-
tice, the search committee’s recom-
mendations are the only ones given 
serious consideration by the Corpora-
tion, according to Reed.

Champy, who will chair the search 
committee, comes in with the experi-
ence of a prior presidential search. He 
is a Corporation life member, author, 
and big-name business consultant.

What does it take to be an MIT 
president?

What will the search committee 
do? How does the committee pick 
MIT’s president?

The search committee must look 
at a diverse array of qualities when 
considering potential presidents. Aca-
demic accomplishments, managerial 
experience, and executive ability all 
play a role, according to Reed.

“The key thing you’re looking for is 
somebody who understands MIT, who 
knows what our basic business is, who 
has some vision as to where we should 
be moving and some ability to get us 
there,” he explained.

Reed, personally, says he is inter-
ested in a candidate’s executive abili-
ty. (Reed himself served as Citigroup’s 
CEO and chairman, and chairman 
of the New York Stock Exchange, be-
fore taking the top spot in the MIT 
Corporation.)

“Tell me two or three things you’ve 
done well, two or three things that 
have not gone well,” said Reed. “Tell 
me how you succeeded and why you 
failed. I’m much more interested in 
the ‘hows’ than the ‘whats.’”

Since the search has not yet offi-
cially begun, Reed says he isn’t sure 
exactly what qualities the search com-

mittee and the Corporation will be 
interested in. Some members might 
consider big-name academic prizes, 
like the Nobel, to be important for a 
presidential nominee. Others may be 
more interested in a strong executive 
and managerial track record.

Either way, the search committee 
has a daunting task before them. Last 
time the committee was formed, it 
began with a list of about 100 people 
for president and had to whittle that 
down to a list of about seven to inves-
tigate more closely, according to Reed.

Since MIT’s past two presidents 
— Hockfield and Charles M. Vest — 
did not have a history at MIT prior 
to stepping in as president, Reed be-
lieves the Corporation might lean to-
wards picking someone with an MIT 
background.

Reed hopes the search commit-
tee will ultimately recommend two 
or three people “who are acceptable 
to everybody.” His goal is for MIT to 
have the name of its next president by 
the summer. Until then, Hockfield will 
continue to serve.

Solution to Crossword
from page 9
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vote for Next House’s Alec C. Lai ’13), and Michael E. 
Plasmeier ’13 of Baker House (holding a proxy vote for 
Brian Luque ’12).

Still, a majority of Council members present sup-
ported passage of the constitution, saying that the pro-
posed amendments were mostly minor and could be 
changed later if need be. But with 13 votes — two-thirds 
of the full Council — needed to approve constitutional 
changes, only nine voted “yes.” In a similar manner, 
passage of the UA Bylaws failed with 12 in favor.

The Council did successfully adopt a new meeting 
schedule on Tuesday, agreeing to convene once every 
two weeks — instead of the Senate’s traditional weekly 
schedule — once the constitution is approved. Un-
til then, weekly meetings will continue under the UA’s 
temporary constitution.

Rachel E. Meyer ’10’s bid for off-campus represen-
tative was killed, at least for the time being, on consti-
tutional grounds. According to the temporary consti-
tution, Council representatives cannot be appointed 
unless they are able to serve full-year terms. Meyer can-
not, since she will graduate this spring. 

Notably, the Council was not able to tackle its final 
— and perhaps most important — action item for the 
evening. After slightly more than an hour of constitu-
tional wrangling, the Council adjourned and agreed to 
deal with that final item, “Set Common Mission/Vision 
for Council,” next time.

 —Ethan A. Solomon

UA, from Page 1

SearchComm, from Page 1
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theater review

a study of scarlet
Communist ideals and familial duty go head-to-head in Wild Swans

By Kathryn Dere
arts editor

In her stage adaptation of Jung Chang’s 
Wild swans, Alexandra Wood has crafted 
a vivid portrait of the political turmoil and 
uncertainty surrounding Mao Zedong’s 

rule in China. Chang’s memoir, which 
spans a century of history and covers the 
lives of three generations of women — her 
grandmother, her mother, and herself — is 
a lengthy one, but on the stage, the epic 
plays out in five acts and less than two 
hours.

Wild swans centers on Chang’s mother 

and father, De-Hong (Ka-Ling Cheung) 
and Shou-Yu (Orion Lee), as they rise in 
the communist ranks and eventually fall 
from grace. Shou-Yu’s ultimate refusal to 
sacrifice his idealistic principles and pro-
tect his family becomes a major point of 
conflict throughout the play, and Chang’s 
own character (Harry Potter actress Katie 
Leung), is still young when she is forced 
to watch as soldiers command her mother 
to kneel in broken glass. Yu-Fang (Julyana 
Soelistyo), the reserved matriarch, bridges 
the gap between old and new order as she 
tends to her daughter, reminds her son-
in-law of his familial duties, and watches 
over her granddaughter. Soelistyo, un-
inhibited by her diminutive stature and 
limited stage presence, is impossible to 
ignore.

Despite its gripping storyline, however, 
much of Wild swans’ impact lies in the set 
design. Featuring video design by Beijing 
artist Wang Gongxin, the set creates maxi-
mum impact out of minimal space and 
requires the actors to play a very physical 
part in changing each scene. At one point 
in time, the field workers vigorously push 
large quantities of dirt off one end of the 
stage while white-coated hospital workers 
make their entrance from the other side of 
the stage, deliberately sweeping away the 

dust. Through this great amount of energy 
we can sense the masses of other people 
that Chang’s one family represents.

After all, Wild swans tells more the sto-
ry of a country and a people than Chang’s 
family alone. The script leaves little room 
for personal reflection on the part of indi-
viduals, but beneath all of the characters 
simmers a spirit of strength and pain even 
more collective than their communist ide-
als. Those 90 minutes may not create char-
acters that we can actually know, but they 
do create characters that we want to know. 
It’s just enough for us to begin to under-
stand, and that is its power.

after Wild Swans concludes at the a.r.t. 
on March 11, it will play at the Young Vic in 
London from april 13 – May 13.

Wild swans
Presented by American 
repertory theater

Directed by sacha Wares

through March 11, 2012

Harvard Loeb Drama Center

By Florence Gallez
staff Writer

In the non-Prince music section of the 
Purple One’s fan site Prince.Org last week, 
a contributor asked quite a pertinent ques-
tion about The Miseducation of Lauryn Hill 
album and its world-renowned female 
rapper-author:

“Just a curious question, this album was 
no doubt huge. But I noticed Lauryn Hill 
doesn’t actually have … many hits. ‘Doo-
Wop’ went number 1, ‘Ex Factor’ went 21 
and ‘Everything Is Everything’ went to 35. 
And that is pretty much it. I understand that 
‘Turn Your Lights Down Low’ and ‘Sweet-
est Thing’ where huge on R&B radio. And 
even had some MTV Play, also making it on 
the hot 100. But what is it about Lauryn Hill 
that makes her so loved and remembered? I 
myself adore Miseducation and I adore the 

Fugees album. But as big as Lauryn Hill’s al-
bum was and her name in general she just 
had so few hits, and only one album. So I 
am curious what was the hype for the album 
like? And what do you think it is that makes 
her have this big legacy?” wrote the skepti-
cal poster under the name of “Gunsnhalen.”

A quick reminder: Hill collected five 
Grammy Awards, including the prized Al-
bum of the Year and Best New Artist, for 
the critically acclaimed 1998 album that 
launched her solo career following her 
work with the Fugees. Miseducation has 
also been a commercial success, with over 
seven million sales in the U.S. by the end of 
2010. Debuting at number one on the Bill-
board 200 upon its release, Hill’s first solo 
endeavor has been to this day praised for 
its rich lyrical themes and variety of genres, 
earning a place among the greatest albums 
of the 1990s, and potentially the greatest al-

bum of all time.
But as the online commentator insinu-

ates, the 14-track album that jumps from 
old roots reggae to contemporary R&B, and 
from soul to hip hop and gospel, and to 
rhythmically delivered spoken poetry that 
is purely Laurynhillesque, is clearly about 
quality, not quantity.

After all, Hill has also released only one 
album since Miseducation — MtV Un-
plugged No. 2.0 in 2002, so there has been 
essentially no new material at her occa-
sional live appearances in recent years. 
At her series of shows in New York in late 
December 2010, her solo material and 
genre-setting songs of the wildly successful 
Fugees album The score were the pieces de 
resistance.

So where is the magic remembrance 
coming from?

I think I found some answers at Hill’s 

concert at Boston’s House of Blues last 
Thursday.

The show was billed as “Ms. Lauryn Hill 
Performing music from The Miseducation 
of Lauryn Hill,” but also included songs 
from other years. The 36-year-old multital-
ented musician and mother of six showed 
us why, after so many years, people of all 
ages and races are still in love with “Killing 
Me Softly.” Her unique stage presence — as 
natural as if at rehearsal and with dance 
moves at once rhythmic and fluid — was on 
full display last Thursday. Through creative 

rearrangements of her songs’ original 
versions, she has managed to create a 
timeless style that is strictly her own.

Fashionably (but not unprece-
dentedly) late by one hour and a half 
on the announced schedule, Hill took 
the stage in long, large flowing black 
pants and a puff-sleeved white shirt.

She captured her audience imme-
diately by “Killing Me Softly,” with a 
fast-paced rendition of the song that 
was a No. 1 hit for Roberta Flack in 
1973. Admittedly, it was easy prey, 
having been worked up to an emo-
tional crescendo by her DJ during the 
long wait. In the last stretch before 
her appearance, he played hits by 
Whitney Houston and MJ to the danc-
ing and singing crowd.

The hopeful and inspiring “Every-
thing is Everything,” so technically 
timely with its lyrical line “After win-
ter, must come spring,” came next, af-
ter which Hill inexplicably exited the 
stage, and came back minutes later to 
deliver as rapidly as she had started, 
“Superstar” and the redemptive “For-
give Them Father.”

By this fourth song, it was clear 
that we would be treated mostly to 
new arrangements of Hill’s repertoire 
— faster, stronger, and livelier than 
the languorous mood that character-
izes some of her melodies, and that 
ultimately seemed improvised on the 
spot. Pure live entertainment!

The slow, laid-back tempo of “How 
Many Mics” from The score album, for 
example, was transformed into a furi-
ous torrent of guitar riffs and rapid 
rapping vocals. “Final Hour” got the 
same quickened treatment. At times 

Lauryn Hill
House of Blues

February 23, 2012

Careers
Startup

Startup Career Fair
6th Floor, MIT Media Lab

Monday, March 5th
6 -10 PM

concert review

educating ourselves about Lauryn hill (and her thesis)
Hill has grown with the times and is still as captivating as ever

PHoto bY MicHaeL LUtcH. coUrtesY of aMericaN rePertorY tHeater

Orion Lee, Ka-Ling Cheung, and Katie Leung in Wild Swans.

Lauryn Hill, Page 15
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Fresh start

Core blitz part II
Keep your core strong with these easy, 5–10 minute circuits you can do at home

Fresh start

Core blitz part II
Keep your core strong with these easy, 5–10 minute circuits you can do at home

By allison Hamilos
Staff Writer

Now that you have some good reasons 
to get your core in gear, here’s a work out 
for you! These circuits only take about 5-8 
minutes, and you can do them at home! 
I like to do core and stretch every night 
right before I go to sleep.

These circuits are only as hard as you 
make them:

If you don’t have much practice with 
your core, start small. Try to do 5–10 reps 

or at least 20 seconds of an exercise. If 
you can’t do one of the moves at all, it’s 
okay to skip it and do more of another 
until you are stronger. As my trainer Mike 
said, you want to feel like “steel wrapped 
in cotton” as you do these moves. By 
that, he means you want to be strong 
and poised, moving smoothly and un-
der control. Don’t flail! In every move, 
your tummy muscles should be pulled in 
tight, or “engaged.” 

A good workout will “burn” or make 
your muscles sore, but it should never 

hurt. So if something feels wrong, stop 
immediately and see one of the athletic 
trainers for advice (they live in the Z-
Center). If you have any questions about 
how to do the moves or alternatives, 
shoot me an email at freshstart@tech.mit.
edu and I’ll try to help out.

Hungry for more core? Try out some of 
the group exercise classes in Pilates and 
Yoga offered by DAPER physical educa-
tion or the Z-Center. These longer work-
outs will complement your daily routine 
and offer a break from your usual routine.

plank 30s, 60s, 120s
back, abdominals, obliques, gluteals
Start on your tummy. Move to pushup posi-
tion, but place your forearms flat on the 
ground. Keep your arms and hands shoulder-
width apart.

side plank 15s, 30s, 60s
obliques, hips
Start on your side. Put your weight on your 
forearm and push yourself up. Your legs and 
torso should be a straight line that forms a 
triangle with the ground with your arm.

perfect crunch 5, 25, 50
abdominals
Lie on your back. Draw your knees up so your 
feet are flat on the ground. Extend your hands 
directly at the ceiling and focus your eyes on 
a single point above you. Keeping your eyes 
trained on the ceiling, clench your tummy 
hard and lift up for 5 seconds, then slowly 
return to the ground. Your shoulders should 
have lifted off the ground. If it becomes easy, 
you can hold a light weight over your head, 
like a book, etc.

Deadbug 25s, 45s, 60s
lower abdominals, lower back 
Lie on your back. Bend your knees and lift 
your feet off the ground. Your upper leg 
should be perpendicular to the ground, and 
your lower leg should be parallel, forming an 
“L.” Keep your head flat on the ground and 
slowly touch your heels to the ground, one at 
a time while maintaining the “L” shape. The 
rate should be ~1 touch/second

inverted plank 30s, 45s, 60s
gluteals, abdominals 
Lie on your back with your knees bent and 
feet flat on the ground, shoulder-width apart. 
Lift your hips up so that your body makes a 
triangle with the floor (your upper legs and 
torso form a straight line). Rest your upper 
torso on your shoulder-blades. Squeeze your 
butt and tummy to stay in place. If it gets easy, 
hold a weight above the joint of your hips and 
torso.

45-degree Hold
15s, 30s, 60s
gluteals, lower back,  abdominals hip flexors
Lie on your back with arms relaxed at your 
sides. Keep legs straight and lift your feet up to 
45-degrees. Hold!

Dead stretch
When you’re done, lie stretched out on both 
your tummy and back. It should be very relax-
ing! Gently stretch anything sore.

perfect sit-up 5, 15, 25
abdominals (*Challenge!)
Lie on back with knees drawn up and feet “glued” to 
the floor (don’t move them!). Cross arms comfortably 
with your hands on your shoulders. Squeeze your 
tummy and sit straight up; this is challenging! If you 
can’t do any, get a friend to hold your feet still.

Russian Twist
20 touches, 40 touches, 60 touches
obliques, abdominals
Sit so that your torso is straight and  about 60-de-
grees off the ground. Likewise, tuck your knees up so 
that your upper legs are also about 60 degrees off the 
ground (you will look like a “v”). Twist your torso so 
that you can tap the ground on your left side with the 
fingertips of both hands. Then twist the other direc-
tion. You can do this with controlled speed. As you 
become stronger, use a weighted ball to touch down 
on each side.

sprinter sit-up 10, 16, 30
abdominals, obliques (Only do one kind of Sit-up)
Lie on back with legs extended and arms extended flat 
on the ground above your head. Using your abdomi-
nals, sit up while tucking one knee up so that the foot 
is off the ground. As you reach the top, twist your 
torso toward the bent knee. The opposite arm ends up 
tucked between the raised leg and torso. Repeat on 
opposite side (rapidly).

cyclist sit-up 10, 16, 30
abdominals, obliques
Lie on back with knees drawn up, feet off the ground, and 
hands touching the sides of your head. Twist so that your el-
bow touches the opposite knee. It’s like a twisty crunch. Make 
it harder by extending the leg that is not touching your elbow 
above the ground. Repeat on opposite side (rapidly).

inverted plank 30s, 45s, 60s
gluteals, abdominals
As described in Circuit 1.

alternating arm/ 
Leg Raise 6, 10, 16
lower back, gluteals
Start on your knees and place hands shoulder width 
apart on ground. Your body should look like a table. 
Simultaneously raise and extend the right arm and 
left leg parallel to the ground while balancing on the 
other arm/leg. Hold two seconds, slowly return to start 
and repeat with left arm/right leg. Hold the last rep 10 
seconds.

Dead stretch
Same deal as Circuit 1: When you’re done, lie 
stretched out on both your tummy and back. It should 
be very relaxing! Gently stretch anything sore.

Cycle 1 Cycle 2

Disclaimer: I may be a premed, but I’m 
not a doctor yet! The core of this article 
(ha-hah!) is based on things I’ve learned 
from the MIT Women’s Lacrosse Coaches, 
strength trainers, athletic trainers, and 
physical therapists. You should always 
check with a doctor before starting a new 
fitness regimen and consult an athletic 
trainer if you’re unsure about how to exer-
cise safely. Be healthy, train healthy!

PhotograPhy by eduardo Sverdlin liSker
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Help Desk by Michael Benitez

UPPERCUT by Steve Sullivan

T FORMATION by Richard Silvestri
Solution, page 7

ACROSS
1 Fill a space
5 Taproom display
9 Something to make or 

steal
14 Oratorio performance
15 Conversation filler
16 Tourist center of 

Egypt
17 Ancient Brit off to 

one side?
19 One multiplying by 

dividing
20 Stick fast
21 Pointed comedies
23 Certain sweater
26 Lamblike
27 Greenish blue
31 Potions teacher at 

Hogwarts
33 Weightlifting 

maneuvers
35 Threw with force
37 Sidekick
40 Chance to use an 

atomizer?
43 Frat letter

44 Flaxen
45 Construction worker
46 Accepted eagerly
48 British islanders
49 Browser module
54 Accomplishment
56 Clothing lines
58 Ferocious
63 Phones
64 Dances of long ago?
67 Party VIP
68 Poster person, 

perhaps
69 Part of a plan
70 People with visions
71 Plane’s tip
72 Play award

DOWn
1 Hemingway nickname
2 Rain-starved
3 Highly caloric
4 Duchess of 

Cambridge, in 
headlines

5 Matures
6 NATO charter member

7 Marie’s sea
8 Hardens
9 Shade of gray
10 Chef’s spice
11 Bring to bear
12 One of the Prize 

guys
13 Obliterate
18 Biblical vessel
22 Emissary
24 Where everybody’s 

going
25 Like a hawk
27 Highest point
28 Say uncle
29 “Major” in 

astronomy
30 Elev.
32 Indiana school
34 Weep audibly
36 Bubble source
37 It’s southwest of 

Bologna
38 Loads
39 Wild feline
41 China piece
42 ‘60s war zone

47 Grinding tool
49 Lots of plots
50 First-quality
51 Pound fractions
52 Draft pick

53 Twisty turns
55 Small portion
57 Washer cycle
59 Really big
60 Clarinet range

61 Hidden valley
62 Make out visually
65 Ruckus
66 Call for help
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[1023] Late-Night PBS

Then it switched to these old black-and-white tapes of Bob Ross slumped against the wall of an empty room, painting the 
least happy trees you’ve ever seen. Either PBS needs to beef up studio security or I need to stop using Ambien to sleep.

A WEBCOMIC OF ROMANCE,
SARCASM, MATH, AND LANGUAGE

by Randall Munroe

[2534] 

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column, row, and 3 by 3 grid contains 
exactly one of each of the digits 1 through 9.

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of 
each of the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.

Sudoku
Solution, page 15

3 2 6 1
7 6 9 4

1 6
1 5 2 7

9 4
1 5 4 2

4 5
5 1 8 6

6 7 9 4

Techdoku
Solution, page 15

120× 6

20+ 12×

60× 5

6× 13+ 7+

8× 1−

6 15× 2

by Jorge Cham

Page 7
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mal discussion about life as an FG 
student. Alonzo shared stories of 
the days he went without food to 
send as much money home as pos-
sible, “Miri told me ‘you will be the 
catalyst for this internal dialogue 
for the first-generation commu-
nity,’” he said.

“We had been thinking for a 
while that we needed to do more 
for first-generation students,” said 
Julie B. Norman, director of the 
UAAP and senior associate dean 
for the Department of Undergrad-
uate Education (DUE).

Skolnik paired up with Nor-
man to host an event on Feb. 17 last 
year, where about 30 FG students 
met for dinner. Provost L. Rafael 
Reif and Belcher both spoke about 
their experiences as FG students, 
but the keynote address came from 
Alonzo.

“Ruben really inspired me,” 
Luis A. Juárez ’13 said. “That really 
compelled me to know that there 
was a lot of potential in that group 
of students and that it was under-
represented, so I felt the need to do 
something about it.”

It was an emotional event and 
Skolnik said a lot of people were 
in tears throughout the dinner. It 
gave these faculty and students the 
opportunity to talk about the most 
personal aspects of their roots, in-
cluding personal sacrifices and 
their wish to help lift their family. 
From the students’ feedback, it was 
clear that there was a real need for 
an ongoing program for FG stu-
dents, Skolnik said.

The FG community longed for 
that “internal dialogue” Skolnik 
had envisioned with Alonzo earlier 
in the year, and the FGP was de-
signed to fill that void.

A student advisory board was 

formed of Juárez, Melanie C. Ad-
ams ’13, Peter T. Nguyen ’14, and 
Melanie I. Alba ’13, who report to 
Norman, as the UAAP funds and 
sponsors the FGP. As the proj-
ect’s scope came into focus, it was 
agreed that FGP would provide FG 
students with a sense of commu-
nity and opportunity for network-
ing, reduce their sense of isolation, 
and instill a sense of pride in their 
status as FG students.

“It feels great to be working with 
students sharing part of your back-
ground,” said Juárez, the president 
of the advisory board.

His first exposure to FGP was 
by pure chance: “I was just around 
in an Athena cluster and I saw the 
email [invitation to the first FGP 
dinner] and I was like ‘OK, that’s 
happening today, there’s food so 
why not go.’ I just showed up and 
it definitely changed my mind of 
things, first-generation-related.“

Nguyen, a member of the MIT 
Gymnastics team, is also the li-
aison for the MIT chapter of the 
Quest Scholars Network, a network 
of participating schools and stu-
dent-finalists of the QuestBridge 
need-based scholarship program. 
According to him, about half of the 
applications he sees are from FG 
students.

The experience, he said, has 
been rewarding: “I thought it would 
be a great opportunity to give back 
to a program that has helped me 
get to where I am today.”

The student executive board 
wrote their own entry alongside 
Skolnik and Belcher’s FNL article, 
outlining their goals for the FGP. 
Their message was simple: “As the 
FGP Student Executive Board, we 
are dedicated to supporting and 
empowering all of the pioneering 
students breaking new ground in 
higher education.”

FG students face unique 
challenges

When students apply to MIT, 
they are asked to identify their par-
ents’ highest level of education. The 
wording of this question is crucial, 
Skolnik said. “If MIT asked ‘Are you 
a first-generation student?’ many 
students wouldn’t know what that 
means. It’s not acknowledged as a 
salient part of their identity.”

“Getting to MIT is different from 
getting through MIT,” Skolnik said, 
citing the unique position in which 
FG students find themselves and 
their shared resourcefulness. For a 
number of reasons, “FG students 
are part of an invisible population 
that isn’t really talked about.”

First, FG status often overlaps 
with socioeconomic status. Many 
FG students send money home to 
help their families. Meanwhile, they 
might have roommates whose par-
ents are CEOs, leading scientists, or 
wealthy physicians. “There’s some-
what of a stigma or sense of shame 
when surrounded by so many ac-
complished, educated individuals,” 
Skolnik said.

Before becoming involved in the 
FGP, said Juárez, “I never felt that 
I could talk freely to anyone about 
those subjects, about being FG, 
what it meant, things I had gone 
through to get here — those are just 
some of the things that you never 
touch upon with other people.”

Another reason for the hidden 
nature of this community is the FG 
students’ sense of isolation from 
both their peers at MIT and their 
family back home. “People don’t 
know who other FG students are,” 
Skolnik said. “There’s a perception 
that they’re the only one.”

Skolnik says a college education 
brings new concepts and cultures 
that are foreign to FG students’ 
families. How do you explain ther-

modynamics to a parent who only 
took algebra?

“My mom still confuses Yale with 
MIT,” said Andy J. Liang ’14, an opin-
ion editor for The Tech.

“Once you’re actually here, 
you’re faced with a lot of homework 
and troubles. Your parents don’t 
usually understand why you need 
to pull an all-nighter and things like 
that,” Juárez said, adding that he had 
to face the question “why are you 
not getting all A’s anymore?” from 
his parents.

“They can’t truly know what it’s 
like because they’ve never been 
there. It’s not that they don’t want 
to be helpful, they really want to be 
helpful; they’re your parents. It’s 
just one of the things that they don’t 
have experience with,” he said.

Along with the isolation, Skolnik 
says FG students can experience a 
lot of pressure to succeed. Accord-
ing to Skolnik, “being the first in 
one’s family, often the first in one’s 
community, [to go to college] was a 
very rare, remarkable exception” for 
some students. With the front-page 
newspaper articles and special at-
tention, “the community threw a 
virtual parade for these students.” 
Once FG students arrive at col-
lege, there’s an enormous sense of 
pressure to make their community 
proud. 

“They don’t want to let people 
down,” Skolnik said.

Alban C. Cobi ’12 agrees. “I think 
non-FG students should know that 
FG students most of the time do 
not come from the same financial 
background as them, and they have 
a family at home that depends on 
their success because their family 
wants to see all the hard work and 
challenges they put up with over the 
years be worth it at the end,” Cobi 
said.

And it’s not just students who 
know what it’s like to be FG. History 
professor Craig S. Wilder, biology 
professor and Nobel Prize-winner 
Philip Sharp, Dean of Admissions 
Stuart Schmill ’86, Associate Di-
rector of Admissions Matthew L. 
“Matt” McGann ’00, UAAP Associ-
ate Dean Donna L. Friedman, DUE 
Communications Manager Anna 
B. Klein, and physics professor and 
Nobel Prize Winner Frank Wilczek 
are just some of the current mem-
bers of MIT faculty and staff who 
were FG students themselves.

Students at FGP dinner share 
moving stories

This past Monday, the theme 
to the FGP dinner was “Managing 
Family Responsibilities with Aca-
demics.” For more than an hour, the 
tables of FG students were alive with 
conversation. Through tears and 
laughter, students described what 
they had to overcome just to get into 
MIT.

During the event, Juárez stood at 
the front of the room to tell his story 
of being an FG student, something 
that he hasn’t shared with some of 
his closest friends.

In 2001, Juárez and his family 
moved from Mexico to Houston; he 
and his mother cleaned homes ev-
ery Saturday morning. “I was happy, 
it was rewarding,” Juárez said. He 
was happy to help his mother, but 
couldn’t help but notice the pecu-
liarity of his weekend routine.

“I began to realize my friends’ 
moms didn’t clean houses, ” he said.

The differences became more 
and more obvious. Juárez’ father, 
wearing work jeans, boots, and a hat 
from his job in construction, drove 
a Nissan ’95 pickup truck. Juárez 
says he felt ashamed when his dad 
would pick him up from school.

In his first semester at MIT, 
Juárez transitioned with relative 
ease. He tried out for varsity soc-
cer and made the team, pledged a 
fraternity, and regularly attended 
Mass.

“Those things kept my body and 
mind busy,” Juárez told The Tech. 
“One of the things that I found here 
at MIT that was very good, very 

rewarding was the Tech Catholic 
Community, actually. That was a 
strong connection that I felt to back 
home.”

“And then the second semester, I 
felt it was more tough because soc-
cer had ended and I came a week 
and a half early for work week be-
cause I had pledged a fraternity, so 
there was that time which I just had 
to do work, you know, and it was 
manual work, and I was like ‘I could 
be helping my family, … taking my 
grandma to get groceries, or my 
brother, I would take him to school,’ 
so I was like ‘why am I even here?’”

As he explained at Monday’s 
dinner, Juárez had tears in his eyes 
as he tried to explain his situation 
to a fellow fraternity brother. “I tried 
to make him see my point, but he 
couldn’t see it,” Juárez said.

Given the circumstances, how-
ever, FG students are exceptionally 
optimistic. “There’s a lot more I can 
do than I can’t,” said Liang.

“We were just working all the 
time,” Cameron S. McAlpine ’13 said 
about growing up in Oregon. He 
said his parents taught him from an 
early age that “in order to get any-
where in life, you need to do work.”

Being accepted into MIT was 
“such a far cry from anything else 
that had happened to my fam-
ily,” McAlpine said. But once school 
started, he realized hard work alone 
doesn’t always guarantee success. 
“I felt bad asking for other people’s 
help. I felt guilty.” Despite his tough 
time adjusting to the workload, 
his parents remained calmly sup-
portive. Together, they agreed that 
McAlpine’s priorities should lie 
in his academics, the varsity crew 
team, and his fraternity.

Cobi says working with his fam-
ily helped him see beyond the lower 
income of his family members. In 
an email to The Tech, he noted: “I 
used to work with my uncles and 
cousins in construction when I was 
in high school and the work was 
burdensome and very tiring, but at 
the end of the day very rewarding. 
The work was real because at the 
end of a project we would see the 
results such as a wall, a set of new 
stairs, or a fence surrounding the 
whole house. My uncles did not at-
tend college, yet they are still doing 
the type of work that’s really useful 
to society.

“The type of work I see people 
going into after college, and from 
my own internship experience, is 
nothing like what my family does. As 
a Course 2, for example, you’d have 
a job sitting in front of a computer 
modeling things, or managing big-
ger projects and attending meetings 
all day,” he said.

Melanie C. Adams ’13, a member 
of the FGP exec board, was first ex-
posed to MIT during Interphase, a 
summer program hosted the Office 
of Minority Education designed for 
high-school students admitted to 
MIT. The transition was a difficult 
one: “I called home in tears almost 
every day. I hated the world,” Adams 
explained at Monday’s dinner.

Once at MIT, Adams vowed she 
would never ask her parents for 
money, and looked for a UROP to 
get an income. In her first off-cam-
pus job, she says she wanted to tell 
her employer “I think you guys paid 
me too much,” because she couldn’t 
believe what the paycheck said.

The feedback from FG students 
so far has been overwhelmingly 
positive, according to Skolnik. She 
said that FG students appreciate 
that the FGP gives FG students the 
opportunity to feel like part of a 
community for once and to share 
stories that they kept silent.

In its first year, the project has 
certainly started an important con-
versation within the FG community, 
but there’s more work to be done. “I 
think FG project is a great idea, they 
just need to reach out to other FG 
students. There’s way more FG stu-
dents at MIT, and I think reaching 
out to them would be great,” Cobi 
said in an email to The Tech.

“RADICALS: YOUR LIFE
IS IN THEIR HANDS”

40th Annual 

James R. Killian, Jr., 
Faculty Achievement Award Lecture

JoAnne Stubbe
Novartis Professor of Chemistry and Professor of Biology 

Department of Chemistry

Tuesday, March 6, 2012 
4:00 pm
Room 10-250
Huntington Hall

FG students discuss challenges and share stories
First Generation Project recently launched to reach out to FG community on campus
First generation, from Page 1
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Veritas Forums exists to engage students 
and faculty in discussions about life's 
hardest questions and the relevance of Jesus 
Christ to all of life.
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By Sarah Schweitzer 
the boston globe

NASHUA — President Obama, 
in his second visit in three months 
to the battleground state of New 
Hampshire, fiercely defended his 
energy policies Thursday against 
Republican attacks, offering a pre-
view of his strategy to quell voter 
anger over rising gas prices.

Holding a color-coded chart to 
illustrate his points, Obama said 
his administration has decreased 
dependence on foreign oil and 
stepped up domestic oil produc-
tion in recent months. Rising gas 
prices are a function of global mar-
kets, particularly instability in Iran, 
he said, which is best countered 
with expanding sustainable energy 
sources and ending $4 billion in 
subsidies annually given to oil and 
gas companies.

“Let’s put every single member 
of Congress on record,” Obama 
told a crowd at Nashua Communi-
ty College. “You can stand with the 
oil companies, or you can stand up 
for the American people. You can 
keep subsidizing a fossil fuel that’s 
been getting taxpayer dollars for a 
century, or you can place your bets 

on a clean-energy future.”
Obama’s remarks drew imme-

diate rebukes from Republicans, 
including Mitt Romney, who said 
in Fargo N.D., “He’s going to talk 
about how he’s responsible for the 
increasing production of oil in this 
country, oil and gas in this country. 
Is he responsible for the increase? 
No, I didn’t think so.”

Gas prices have steadily ticked 
up in 2012 — an anomaly because 
gas prices typically drop in winter 
months with lower demand as cold 
weather keeps drivers indoors. Re-
tail gasoline prices rose Thursday 
to a national average of $3.74 per 
gallon, with analysts predicting 
that prices will top $4 by spring-
time, perhaps exceeding the high-
est-ever price of $4.11 during the 
summer of 2008.

Republicans have seized on gas 
prices as a potentially vulnerable 
pocketbook issue for the president. 
High gas prices during the 2008 
presidential campaign played, for 
a time, to the benefit of Obama’s 
Republican challengers and in-
spired Sarah Palin’s now-famous 
campaign cry of “drill, baby, drill.”

Obama’s choice of New Hamp-
shire as a backdrop for his retort 

to Republican criticism comes as 
his fortunes here are rebound-
ing. WMUR Granite State Poll re-
sults released last month showed 
Obama’s approval ratings at their 
highest levels since July 2010, with 
51 percent of New Hampshire 
adults saying they approve of the 
job he is doing, 43 percent disap-
proving, and six percent neutral. 
The figures are higher than his 
national ratings and higher than 
George W. Bush’s New Hampshire 
approval rating at the same time in 
2004, according to the poll.

That’s a marked turnaround 
from only a short time ago. After 
winning the state in 2008 with 54 
percent of the vote, Obama and his 
fellow Democrats saw an abrupt 
change in fortune here. In the 2010 
midterm elections, voters driven 
by Tea Party fervor put Republi-
cans in control of the state Senate 
and House. Republicans picked up 
a US Senate seat and both of New 
Hampshire’s seats in the US House.

When Obama visited New 
Hampshire in November of last 
year, his numbers reflected the 
weak popularity of his party, with a 
Bloomberg News poll finding that 
only 40 percent of New Hampshire 

residents approved of Obama’s job 
performance.

Dante Scala, a political science 
professor at the University of New 
Hampshire, said Obama’s rosier 
outlook in New Hampshire in re-
cent months owed to improved 
economic conditions and in-
creased consumer confidence.

“New Hampshire weathered 
the recession a lot better than the 
rest of the country, but there still 
was a great deal of anxiety about 
the economy,” Scala said. “And 
now New Hampshire voters are 
looking around and seeing good 
news at home and better news 
across the country.”

Seeking to capitalize on the mo-
mentum, Obama was in buoyant 
campaign mode Thursday. Against 
a backdrop that announced, “An 
America Built to Last,” Obama 

rallied the crowd with attacks on 
what he called Republican efforts 
to capitalize on high gas prices for 
political gain.

“I know this is hard to believe 
but some politicians are see-
ing higher gas prices as a politi-
cal opportunity,” he said. “You’re 
shocked, I know.”

He added, “Only in politics do 
people respond to bad news with 
such enthusiasm.”

Obama’s energy policy remarks 
followed a similar speech in Mi-
ami last week. At Thursday’s event, 
Obama repeated the punchline 
he’d used last week, saying, “We’re 
going to be hearing a lot about how 
people have these magic three-
point plans to make sure you’re 
only paying two-dollar-a-gallon 
gas. … You know what the essence 
of their plan is going to be, which 
is: Step one, drill. Step two. drill. 
Step three, keep drilling.”

He continued, “There are no 
quick fixes or silver bullets. If 
somebody tells you there are, 
they’re not telling you the truth.”

Fellow Democrats have been 
pushing Obama to tap into the US 
Strategic Petroleum Reserve as a 
way to curb rising gas prices.

‘There are no quick 
fixes or silver bullets. 
If somebody tells you 
there are, they’re not 
telling you the truth.’

barack obama

Obama aims for a push while in New Hampshire
Discusses strategies over gas prices and enjoys increase in New Hampshire support
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though, the rock beats and techno 
tendencies of some songs drowned 
out her voice, which combined 
with her very fast delivery through-
out the 1 hour 45 minute show 
might have made it hard for the 
Lauryn Hill novice to recognize the 
lyrics and melodies.

But this strategy of recreating 
her work through upbeat and un-
predictable renditions of her most 
popular songs, and eventually an 
entirely different sound and vibe 
than Miseducation, resulted in a 
party atmosphere and prepared us 
for a surprise with “To Zion.”

Hill modified this personal song 
(inspired by her first pregnancy 
and motherhood) for her live 
performance; adding turntable-
scratching purcussive sounds to 
the Motown vibes. She also allowed 
her band (consisting of a DJ, three 
backup singers, a bassist, a drum-
mer, three guitarists, and three key-
board players ) to take some of the 
spotlight.

After “When It Hurts So Bad, 
I Used to Love Him,” and the first 
slowly delivered song of the show, 
“Nothing Even Matters,” she wiped 
away one tear in each eye. “You feel 
better now?” she asked.

By then, around 10:30 p.m., I was 
getting antsy for my favorite Fugees 
track, as well as all-time favorite 
song (incidentally, one that also 
tops President Barack Obama’s top 
10 list for music magazine Blender 
in 2008): the broodingly haunting 
1996 single “Ready or Not.”

But Hill instead played a power-
ful, rearranged hard rap on “Lost 
Ones,” “Ex-Factor,” “How Many 
Mics,” and “Every Ghetto, Ev-
ery City,” before launching into a 
speedy yet melodic medley that in-
cluded “Fu-Gee-La” and “To Zion,” 
among others.

Then at 11 p.m. sharp, the fa-
mous lines enraptured the room:

Ready Or Not, Here I Come, You 
Can’t Hide

Gonna Find You and Take it 
Slowly

Ready Or Not, Here I Come, You 
Can’t Hide

Gonna Find You and Make you 
want me.

Hill only caught her breath and 
slowed down for the original ver-
sion of “Killing Me Softly.” At the 
end, in response to an encore, she 
started “Turn Your Lights Down 
Low,” which was originally sung 
with Bob Marley. “I want to give you 
some love I want to give you some 
good, good loving,” she melodized, 
holding in her arms a little girl (her 
daughter Sarah, I assume) whom 
she had waved to from backstage.

The Fugees singer cemented the 

new Ms. Hill sound in everyone’ 
ears and souls at the end, with an-
other Bob Marley classic, “Could 
You Be Loved,” and “Doo Wop 
(That Thing),” which everyone had 
been yearning for all night.

So, the verdict on the magic in 
the room?

Was it her voice? More expert 
ears than mine have detected in 
recent years a certain rasp in her 
voice, perhaps the result of the 
more energized singing and rap-
ping that are precisely the trade-
mark of her new live sound. But 
it certainly has retained its deep, 
warm quality, even if it is harder to 
detect in a party environment full 
of screaming hardcore fans.

Is it the lyrics? It is true that 
they have been praised for the in-
tegrity and high morals and ideals 
they convey, which is increasingly 
rare. Hill — the songwriter — has 
even been described as “an intel-
lectual” for her cleverly written 
lyrics and complex concepts. Both 
Miseducation and MTV Unplugged 
No. 2.0 were inspired by her spiri-
tual growth and life experiences. 
Despite their popularity, her songs 
make you think. Also in contrast 
to popular fare in the industry, 
no clothes have been removed to 
promote her albums, and aside 
from “Doo Wop (That Thing),” 
Miseducation is free of profanity — 
which is rampant in Hip Hop and 
sub-genres.

One could say she scores high 
on the ethical scale.

Many have even praised her so-
phisticated flair and sense of fash-
ion, which in her Fugees days she 
expressed through bringing a femi-
nine touch to her generally male 
wardrobe.

To me, the most obvious reason 
for her international recognition 
as a crucial influence and pioneer 
of what is now called the “neo- or 
nu-soul” sub-genre, is her indefati-
gable quest for self-improvement 
and creative reinvention.

After a self-imposed exile from 
the public eye for several years and 
much introspection to confront 
her demons and disillusions about 
the music industry, she has reap-
peared — energized and ready to 
perform in new ways. Perhaps this 
is the essence of progressing as an 
artist. Instead of staying stuck in 
her 1990s sound, she has defied 
expectations and limitations and 
grown with the times; singing old 
songs differently, and delivering 
a show infused with a rock-reggae 
style that surprised everyone who 
was expecting the love-funk vibes 
of the Fugees era.

Was Lauryn Hill miseducated, 
or were we miseducated about 
Lauryn Hill? It might be both. In 
any case, she does sound like an 
artist to whom life-long learners 
might easily relate. At least students 
at MIT and other colleges might do, 
if only judging by the initial lyrics 
of her Miseducation album song 
“Final Hour”:

I treat this like my thesis
Well-written topic
Broken down into pieces
I introduce then produce
Words so profuse
It’s abuse how I juice up this beat.

Solution to Sudoku
from page 11

4 3 9 8 2 5 7 6 1
7 2 6 9 1 4 3 8 5
5 1 8 3 7 6 4 9 2
8 4 3 1 5 9 6 2 7
9 6 2 7 8 3 5 1 4
1 5 7 6 4 2 9 3 8
3 8 1 4 6 7 2 5 9
2 9 4 5 3 1 8 7 6
6 7 5 2 9 8 1 4 3

Solution to Techdoku
from page 11

4 5 1 3 2 6
5 6 2 4 3 1
3 4 6 2 1 5
2 3 5 1 6 4
1 2 4 6 5 3
6 1 3 5 4 2

Lauryn Hill plays 
the House of Blues
Fuses old and new styles
Lauryn Hill, from Page 8

Her lyrics have 
been praised 
for the integrity 
and high morals 
and ideals they 
convey.
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Michael Brown documented the face of battle in Libya using a 
camera phone, challenging the standard script for war report-
age. Brown forms a series that moves beyond documentary 
realism and across the distinction between art and journalism, 
exploring ethical distance and the iconography of warfare. 
Learn more:  www.mcbphotos.com/

Tues, March 6, 4:30p - 6p
E40-496, Lucian Pye Conf Rm

1 Amherst St, Cambridge

MIT Center for International Studies
web.mit.edu/cis | starrforum@mit.edu

By Mindy Brauer
daper staff

With a record of 62-24, the MIT 
Men’s Fencing team finished third 
out of 11 teams at the New England 
Championship hosted by Vassar 

College on Saturday. 
Sophomore Ehsan 
Izadmehr registered 
the best individual 
outing for the Engi-
neers as he placed 
fifth overall in the sa-

bre competition. He compiled a 7-3 
ledger in the A pool and went 4-1 
in semifinal action before posting a 
2-3 mark in the final round.

The épée unit comprised of Jo-
seph F. Rafidi ’14, Jackson T. Crane 
’13, and David Wyrobnik ’15 ranked 
second with a total of 22-6. Rafidi 
and Crane claimed seventh and 
eighth place as they had 9-1 outings 
in the A and B pools, respectively, 
and both won two of their five bouts 
in the semifinals. Wyrobnik round-
ed out the group with a tally of 4-4 
in the C pool.

The foil team captured third 
place behind the strength of a 22-7 
record. Senior Benjamin N. Nield 
led the way with a seventh-place 
finish after emerging from the B 
pool with a 7-3 ledger and a 2-3 
performance in semifinal action. 
In the A pool, Daniel S. Levine ’12 
compiled a mark of 8-2 and fol-
lowed that up with a 2-3 total in the 
semifinals en route to a ninth-place 
ranking. Alexander E.Siy ’13 bol-
stered the Engineers’ cause by go-
ing 7-2 in the C pool.

Izadmehr’s outstanding per-
formance helped propel the sabre 
squad to a fifth-place ranking and a 
record of 18-11. Vinayak Ramesh ’12 
went 6-4 in the B pool while Daniel 
L. O’Malley ’14 came in at 5-4 in the 
C pool.

Next up for MIT will be the 
NCAA Regional Championship 
on Saturday, March 10 at Boston 
College. Thomas Boning, Crane, 
Izadmehr, Levine, Nield, Rafidi, 
Ramesh, Siy, and Wyrobnik will 
represent the Engineers at the qual-
ifier for the NCAA Championship.
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By Paul Dill
team coach

The nationally-ranked No. 5 MIT Men’s 
Volleyball team won the Baruch College In-
vitational this past weekend with a 3-1 re-
cord. On Saturday, the Engineers defeated 

the No. 12 Bearcats (25-20, 
25-20, 25-27, 25-21) but fell 
to Kean University (26-
24, 22-25, 29-27, 25-20). 
The next day, MIT earned 
hard-fought victories over 
No. 15 Emmanuel College 
(25-17, 23-25, 25-18, 32-30) 

and No. 7 Stevens Institute of Technology 
(25-19, 26-24, 18-25, 11-25, 17-15).

In the opener with Baruch, junior Mat-
thew P. Hohenberger led the way with 17 
kills and a .448 hitting performance while 
sophomore Kenneth M. Siebert tallied 
14 kills, five digs, and four aces. David R. 
Thomas ’12 posted 11 kills, a .364 hitting 
performance, and two blocks as classmate 
Jeremy J. Velazquez ’12 collected a team-
high seven digs. Patrick J. Vatterott ’13 con-
tributed three blocks while Paul M. Syta ’14 
compiled 47 assists, six digs, four blocks, 
and three aces.

In the program’s first meeting with Kean, 
Siebert totaled 14 kills, six digs, and two 
blocks as Hohenberger notched nine kills 

and two aces. Freshman Alexander C. Klein 
also had nine kills while Vatterott recorded 
seven kills and five blocks. Velazquez col-
lected 13 digs as Thomas added six of his 
own. Syta finished with 38 assists, seven 
blocks, and three aces.

Hohenberger was a force to be reckoned 
with against Emmanuel as he amassed 21 
kills, a .432 hitting percentage, five aces, 
and three blocks. Siebert followed with 19 
kills, 10 digs, and two aces while Thomas 
registered 11 kills, five blocks, and five digs. 
Vatterott added to the front row’s domi-
nance with eight kills and seven blocks as 
Velazquez racked up 15 digs. Senior Dan-
iel C. Sngiem posted eight digs and two 
aces while Syta tallied 57 assists, 10 digs, six 
blocks, and two aces.

In the Cardinal and Gray’s thrilling 
five-set battle with Stevens, Siebert totaled 
21 kills, six digs, two aces, and two blocks. 
Hohenberger notched 13 kills while Klein 
contributed eight kills and three blocks. 
Thomas picked up six kills and two blocks as 
Vatterott tacked on five kills and five blocks. 
Syta recorded 52 assists, seven digs, and 
four blocks while Velazquez rounded out 
the squad with eight digs.

Next up for MIT (13-4) will be a tri-match 
on Saturday, March 3 in Rockwell Cage 
against Mount Ida College at 11 a.m. and 
No. 6 NYU at 3 p.m.
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Upcoming Home events
Friday, Mar. 2

Men’s Tennis vs. Bentley University 3:30 p.m., J.B. Carr Tennis Bubble

Saturday, Mar. 3

Men’s Volleyball vs. Mount Ida College 11 a.m., Rockwell Cage

Men’s Volleyball vs. NYU 3 p.m., Rockwell Cage
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MIT Volleyball victorious
Team wins Saturday’s Baruch Invitational

Men’s fencing team 
wins third at Vassar
9 qualify for NCAA Championship

Receive free health and genetic screenings
Make a real difference in the lives of families 
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Elia S. Harmatz ’12 serves against an opponent from Eastern Nazarene 
College on Thursday evening. He played first singles and won 6-0, 6-1. MIT won 
8-1 overall.


